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ABSTRACT

George G. Gómez: The Twenty-First-Century American-Tejano in Américo Paredes’s George
Washington Gómez (August 2019)
Jesus Manuel Gonzalez III, B. A., Texas A&M International University;
Chair of Committee: John Dean

Américo Paredes writes about the identity crisis the Mexican-American people living in
Southwest Texas have experienced since the start of the Treaty of Guadalupe of 1848 in his book
titled, Folklore and Culture on the Texas-Mexican Border. In one of his chapters, “The Problem
of Identity,” Paredes describes how the “Mexico-Texan” is a person with no identity. However,
the protagonist he creates in his novel, George Washington Gómez, becomes the blueprint for the
modern-day American-Tejano. This character named, George Washington Gómez, represents the
quintessential American Nationalist. Paredes creates the prototype for the existing MexicanAmerican conservative today.
Gloria Anzaldúa and Octavio Paz contribute in signaling out what Paredes’s character is
not. Anzaldúa’s book, Borderlands La Frontera: The New Mestiza, and Paz’s work, The
Labyrinth of Solitude, both contribute in the second chapter of this thesis.
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Another contributor to this work is attributed to Samuel P. Huntington, author of Who
Are We? The Challenges to America’s National Identity. Using Huntington’s book will help
identify who Paredes’s main character becomes by the novel’s end.
By comparing Paredes’s character of George Washington Gómez to other characters in
the novel, George, or Guálinto, as his Grandmother names him, can better be identified as the
new Hispanic conservative. By placing other characters like George’s father Gumersindo and his
Uncle Feliciano with the works of Gloria Anzaldúa and Octavio Paz helps better identify the
characteristics of who George Washington Gómez the conservative is. The process of
Americanization, along with George’s military background, allow Paredes’s character to emerge
in support of American Nationalism.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The people who live along the Texas-Mexico border in the southwestern part of the
United States, in what today is the state of Texas, are as diverse as the state’s landscape itself.
Texas has been settled by many various groups throughout its history. Native-Americans resided
in Texas before any European ever-set foot on its soil. Amongst the more popular tribes were
those of the Apache living in the western part of Texas, and those of the Comanche spread out in
the Northern part of the state. By the early sixteenth century, Spain had come to explore the
lands of Texas, and in return claim the land in conquest for the Spanish crown. However, the
country of Spain never settled in Texas as much as they did in Mesoamerica. The population of
Spanish speaking peoples were nowhere equal to the numbers that gathered in modern-day
countries like Mexico and Peru. The Spanish conquest changed the face of the landscape in both
North and South America. One place in particular that has never seemed to stop its
transformation is the region referred to as Southwest Texas. There have been other flags flown
above Texas since Spain’s occupation. Texas became a Mexican state after Mexico won its
independence from Spain in 1821. The Mexican people living between the Nueces and Rio
Grande Rivers would be the most effected by an upcoming event that would change the face of
the southwest.
Despite Texas becoming its own independent country in 1836, after the Mexican General
of Santa Ana signed over the present-day state of Texas to General Sam Houston of the new
Teas Republic at the Battle of San Jacinto. Perhaps the biggest event responsible for the loss of
__________
This thesis follows the model of Modern Fiction Studies.
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identity amongst Mexicans in this particular area was the signing of “The Treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo,” of 1848. The treaty ended the Mexican American War. This North American quarrel
lasted between the years of 1846-1848. The war was fought between the young countries of
Mexico and the United States. Because of this conflict, Mexico would lose almost half of its land
mass by the United States. The treaty also ended a dispute of where exactly the border between
Texas and Mexico actually stood. Where before there was confusion over where the border
actually stood between Texas and Mexico, the treaty solidified the new and permanent border as
the Rio Grande River. The Rio Grande moves downward from Colorado to the Gulf of Mexico
in a southwestern direction. The new border of the Rio Grande cut across North America.
Mexican cities that were once part of the first Spanish settlements north of the Rio Grande River
like El Paso and Santa Fe were now part of the growing American nation. America was
experiencing what many in the country considered being the Anglo-American “manifest
destiny.” A feeling of superiority arose over a country like Mexico was enhanced with the belief
of such an ideology. As Howard Zinn, author of A People’s History of the United States 1492Present, writes about this ideology of superiority by some Americans further in his chapter eight,
“We Take Nothing by Conquest, Thank God.” Zinn explains the beliefs of Manifest Destiny
when he writes, “Accompanying all this aggressiveness was the idea that the United States
would be giving the blessings of liberty and democracy to more people” (Zinn 154). This same
treaty document would have its greatest impact on the future lives of the Mexican people who
resided on the north side of the Rio Grande River. The majority of these people were of mestizo
origin (mixed race of Spanish European and Native North American indigenous peoples).
Despite the many names these same Southwestern Texans have acquired throughout the years
since the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo was signed, the term “Mexican-American” is perhaps one
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of the more popular titles known in the modern world given to people of Mexican descent who
are citizens of the United States.
One of the greatest Mexican-American writers to best represent the Mexican (Mestizo)
people and their search for an identity in Southwest Texas is Américo Paredes. Although Paredes
passed away years ago in 1999, his legacy as a spokesperson for the Mexican-American
community cannot be overlooked to this day. Born in the town of Brownsville, Texas, Paredes is
a mestizo who shares experiences and first-hand accounts to expose the border way of life is like
through his use of fiction. Although his novels are based on fictional characters, the
characteristics of his novels’ characters represent the Mexican and Mexican-American
population on the U.S. border, which still exist today. José R. López Morín writes in his essay,
“The Life and early works of Américo Paredes,” that “Américo Paredes was an expert on the
effects of the expansion of US influence, having experienced it first-hand along the Lower Rio
Grande Border” (22). The same real-life events that once took place in the southwest region can
also be seen by his readers in his fictional characters. In other words, Paredes’s characters help
not only write about history but also help create it. Like Mark Twain before him, Américo
Paredes uses his character of Guálinto to create history. Twain’s character of “Huckleberry Finn”
is used to describe the feelings towards the slavery issue that existed in the minds of the
American people in the Post-Civil War era. Mark Twain’s classic novel, The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn,” provides readers with postwar sentiments towards the subject matter of
slavery through the novel’s thoughtful protagonist, Huck. Twain takes his readers inside his
character’s conscious when his main-character thinks to himself every time he heard “Jim”
(runaway slave), say, “Dah’s Cairo,” that “it went through him like a shot, and he thought if it
was Cairo he’d reckoned he’d would die of miserableness” (Twain 66). Twain used his novel to
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describe how the feelings towards the topic of slavery where slowly changing.1 His character,
Jim, defies the law to justify something he thought was more important. Huck’s thoughts
represent the changing attitudes of Americans towards the slavery issue. Paredes’s novel speaks
of the many trials Mexican-Americans and Mexicans came to experience as second-class citizens
in their daily lives along the Rio Grande River. On the other hand, Twain, used his novel to
describe how life was like living around the Mississippi River area after the American Civil War,
which was fought between the years of 1861-1865. Paredes’s characters help describe a time in
Southwest Texas almost one hundred years ago during the first quarter of the twentieth-century
that up until his novel’s (George Washington) release in 1990, lay almost nonexistent.
The Mexican in the now occupied Anglo southwest, or the Rio Grande Valley as it is
known today, was the subject of much ridicule after the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. However,
this thesis is not about the injustices or discrimination Mexicans experienced in Southwest Texas
since the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo of 1848. On the contrary, this thesis is suited to establish
one particular role the Mexican-American in Southwest Texas has come to acquire. Just like his
fellow compatriots, Américo Paredes attempts to answer the universal question among Mexicans
that refers to the overwhelming sense of lacking a cohesive identity. His answer to this lingering
question is written in his book, Folklore and Culture on the Texas-Mexican Border. Written
almost thirty years ago, Paredes’s answer is perhaps just as complex as the subject matter of
bewilderment amongst Mexicans in the area is itself. The complexity here lies in the different
makeup of the southwestern part of the United States, which includes a mixture of races, both
Mexican and American that came to live in the region previously mentioned. In addition, since
the area borders with a country (Mexico) that it once belonged to, proximity is an unescapable

1

By allowing his readers to experience Huck’s thoughts, Twain uses his character to represent the nation’s opinionswing on the subject of slavery.
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factor. Paredes recalls this notion when he writes, “Unlike Mexicans in California, New Mexico,
and the old colony of Texas, the Rio Grande people experienced the dismemberment of Mexico
in a very immediate way. So, the attitude developed, early and naturally, that a border Mexican
was “en su tierra” (in his home) in Texas even if he had been born in Tamaulipas” (Paredes,
Folklore 29). Mexicans on both sides of the border reflected their perplexed state of being which
set in motion the sense of lost identity. However, this related more to the Mexicans on the north
side of the Rio Grande who were remaining in what is now the Texas Southwest. They were now
living in U.S. territory. It is at this precise moment that the Mexican-American is born.
There is no denying the fact that the identity of the people of Southwest Texas also
becomes difficult to define because like the Rio Grande River itself, with its twisting currents,
the movement of people through the Rio Grande region is a never-ending flow. Moreover, like
the Rio Grande with its quick turns and dead-end creeks, the Mexican peoples’ identity cannot be
spelled-out on one straight line using only one word. According to Daniel D. Arreola, he
mentions in his essay, “Border-City Idee Fixe,” that a “disturbing corollary is one of the latest
clichés about the border towns, the notion that they represent a smooth folding together of
Mexican and American cultures” (359). Arreola’s concept is misinformed. Paredes describes in
is his book, Folklore, that the border has been one of constant movement in transporting goods;
he refers to this movement as an “excessive regulation of ordinary intercourse across the border”
(23). Paredes names this interchange of commerce “smuggling” (24). These smuggling
interactions have taken place since Mexicans and Americans first met one another. These same
smuggling interactions continue in the modern world. However, the loss of identity does not
occur because of the constant contact between two different cultures. The attention to
international trade and the transportation of goods has been occurring even before the state of
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Texas existed. The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo is responsible for the feeling of alienation
amongst Mexicans in Texas. This feeling of alienation has left scars in the psyche of Mexicans.
This same feeling only adds to the whirlwind puzzle of finding an identity for all many Mexicans
on the Texas border area. Even so, Paredes credits the year of 1836, the day of Texas’
independence “as the day that former neosantandaerinos-now tamualipecos-faced an alien and
hostile people to the north” (Paredes, Folklore 25). Since both occurrences happened within just
under a twenty-year span, there was not much time to adapt or make adjustments for Mexicans
on the north side of the Rio Grande. Their fate was at the hands of their new Anglo occupiers.
Christopher Schedler adds more detail to the clashing of north and south in his essay, “Inscribing
Mexican-American Modernism in Américo Paredes’ George Washington Gómez.” In his essay,
Schedler attempts to point out that Paredes’s novel is a historical piece of evidence of the time
that lasted between the end of the novel (Pre WWII) and the beginning of the Chicano
Renaissance of the 1960’s.2 Paredes’s novel ends right before America’s involvement in World
War II. This is the period known as the “Mexican-American Modernism” movement. Schedler
places Paredes among the ranks of authors like William Carlos Williams, D.H. Lawrence, and
Ernest Hemingway in what he classifies as the “Border Modernists” (154). Mexican-American
Modernism is a result of what Schedler also describes as a “hybrid…of both the corrido tradition
and Anglo-American modernism” (154). Like the hero in the Mexican corrido, Paredes’s
character defines a new heroic figure. The corrido’s hero is attributed to any Mexican who rebels
to what he views as Anglo oppression, whereas, Paredes’s idol sees himself an equal to these
same Anglo-Americans.

2

Christopher Schedler suggests Paredes’s novel represents the Modern Mexican -American writer.
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There is a peculiar character that Paredes creates in his novel, George Washington
Gómez, who comes to symbolize just one of the many roles Mexican-Americans display in
Southwest Texas today. Guálinto Gómez, the protagonist of Paredes’s novel, Washington
Gómez, represents a newfound Mexican-American along with a new perspective as a rightful
citizen of the United States. This is relevant to Paredes’ novel because Guálinto wants to be
remembered as a hero to his people. Guálinto’s rebelliousness as an adolescent in school depicts
his ties to the corrido tradition of the border, yet the novel is ending fits the Anglo-American
Modernist view because of the ironic direction in which Guálinto’s character moves to in the end
of the novel. He becomes a soldier for the U.S. Army working in plain clothes as an intelligence
officer doing surveillance on the U.S.-Mexico border. Though today Texas is primarily a
conservative state, it yet maintains a few blue counties left in the southwest region. Guálinto is a
role model for the modern Hispanic conservative. The fact that he comes from the Rio Grande
Valley focuses my attention to the Mexican-American community of that area. It is this same
community that most of Américo Paredes’ characters represent. Guálinto, or George, becomes
the model for a modern Mexican-American with an old ideology. The ideology that Guálinto
Gómez adopts at the end of the novel is very well much alive today. This nationalistic doctrine
has existed since the start of the United States of America.
American Nationalism has reinvigorated itself with the arrival of the new forty-fifth
president, Donald Trump. The slogan the current president promotes is “America First,” and he
wears a red cap with the phrase, “Make America Great Again.” These ideas have been
implemented on some Hispanics because like Guálinto at the end of his novel, the AmericanTejano feels a sense of belonging to something, which helps him identify with all Americans.
Despite some Mexican-American opinions, and Hispanic popular opinions in opposition to
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President Trump’s policies, there is also in America today another voice within this same ethnic
group. Guálinto becomes a blueprint of this voice. He symbolizes a Mexican American ahead of
his time. Circumstances for Guálinto help determine his fate. However, the living conditions on
“Jonesville-on-the-Grande,” and perhaps all of south Texas at the time of the novel help mold
Guálinto into discovering how best to survive being a Mexican living under the American flag.
Although the story takes place years from the end of the Mexican American War, the lingering
ill effects of that war live on to this day. This lasting effect of separation not only divided two
countries with a present-day border, but it also created a division between two different races.
This outcome prevented the Mexican to identify with neither his cousin to the south in Old
Mexico, nor to his Anglo neighbor to the north. Without realizing what he has helped identify,
Paredes creates a Mexican with conservative beliefs. Guálinto Gómez, the main character from
Paredes’s George Washington Gómez, becomes the quintessential “Twenty-First Century
American-Tejano.” The fervor he follows is but the war drum of nationalism, American
nationalism.
The word Tejano is an identity that will forever describe the Mexican-American living in
Texas because of his Spanish ancestry, but the word American before it now declares that this
person of both Spanish and indigenous descent sees himself equal to that of his Anglo-American
countrymen. Whereas before a few groups like the League of United Latin American Citizens
would dedicate their cause behind the ideology of supporting the American Constitution and the
principles this document represents, the Twenty-First Century American-Tejano no longer
wishes to fit in as much as he wants to keep belonging to a bigger cause. Today’s concern on
national security places some Mexican-American’s priorities on the issue of safety in their own
backyard. Some Tejanos have now been in Texas for generations. Their national ties to America
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come from their fathers, grandfathers, and even brothers who may have served as members of
the U.S. military. Author Polycarp Ikuenobe describes the difference between what is patriotism
and nationalism. He writes that nationalism “is based on having a sentimental or emotional
attachment to and a sense of belonging to a nation, while being patriotic meant one’s
appreciation of the values and principles that define a legal independent state, country, or
nationality” (Ikuenobe 298). Such exposure to both patriotism and nationalism since the signing
of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo has given some Mexican Americans a sense of national
identity. One universal thing in common between all the different peoples in America is their
ability to set aside differences when the nation unifies under the assumption of nationalism.
Guálinto is proud to be working the border area as an undercover intelligence officer for the
American federal government because he is helping his country against possible German and
Japanese spies. Guálinto himself reaffirms to his Uncle Feliciano that his mission as a spy was
not in fear of “another insurrection” but “a sabotage and infiltration by German or Japanese
troops” (Paredes, George 299). Much like the concern of today’s Department of Homeland
Security, the federal government of the Pre-World War II era was working together as
Americans to assure their sense of safety at home, no matter how divided or diverse home really
was. Ilsup Ahn, Agnes Chiu and William O’Neill write about the militarization of the U.S.Mexico border that has developed intensely during the second decade of the twenty-first century.
They elaborate on the number of Border Patrol agents that have accumulated along the border.
These same three authors demonstrate that “[t]here are about 22,000 Border Patrol Agents today,
compared to 4,000 in 1992” (Ahn,Chiu and O’Neill 304). Guálinto shows how the Twenty-First
Century American-Tejano places his concern on the security of the country rather than the
welfare of recently, arriving immigrants from Mexico.
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Like Gúalinto’s attitude towards his Mexican seditionist townsmen in the ending chapter
of Paredes’s novel, the American Tejano separates himself from the contemporary moral issues
of his day. U.S. immigration reform and migrant solidarity become less important than the sense
of duty to country because these two issues only add to the American-Tejanos’ sense of a loss
identity. Most all Tejanos remember the sacrifices of their families who came before to
Southwest Texas in search of better opportunities. The Twenty-First Century American-Tejano
looks to help all other Americans and Tejanos because they understand that by doing so, they
also help themselves in voicing their own interests.3 American-Tejanos like Gúalinto understand
that the best way to help your own people is to provide them the best opportunities to succeed.
The idea is that in America today, you get a fair chance to become the best version of yourself if
certain circumstances present themselves. Twenty-First-Century American-Tejanos hold dearly
the promise of the American dream (opportunity). Life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness is
much more appealing than death. Death in this case arrives in two ways. Death number one
comes in the form of physical death as to follow some dead-end ideology like the seditionist
movement Gúalinto’s uncle Feliciano was a part of before the novel starts. The second form of
death is by following an elaborate pipedream like that of 1960’s Chicano Nationalists in their
belief that people from Mesoamerica would eventually return and reclaim a land that was once
theirs. Mass immigration from Mexico and central America, whether legal or illegal, at the
second half of the twentieth century assured people like Gloria Anzaldúa, she herself a Chicana
feminist, that their dream of that return was becoming a reality. Anzaldúa’s reference to Chicano
Nationalism will be discussed in the following chapter in reference to her book Borderlands La
Frontera: The New Mestiza. This same belief can still be seen today in some Mexican-

3

This idea here demonstrates that the American-Tejano Guálinto represents does not see the Anglo-American as
an enemy, but rather one like himself seeking a better way of life.
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Americans who support open border policies. This concept is contrary to belief by the AmericanTejano conservative.
Samuel P. Huntington, author of Who are We: The Challenges to America’s National
Identity, a book which will make a reappearance in a latter part of this thesis, states from the
chapter, “Identities: National and Other,” that “[i]dentity is an individual’s or a group’s sense of
self. It is a product of self-consciousness, that I or we possess distinct qualities as an entity that
differentiates me from you and us from them” (21). The reason Gúalinto Gómez cannot relate to
any seditionist belief at the end of the novel is because he has found for the first time a true sense
of what he is a part of. As a citizen, an American educated college grad, and a soldier of the
United States, Huntington claims that “Americans have consistently and overwhelmingly been
foremost among peoples in their patriotism and their commitment to their country” (273).
Gúalinto outgrows the border mentality.4 This mentality refers to an ignorant state of being, one
that cannot understand reason or accept truth as it presents itself. Like the seditionists’ council of
Prieto’s political campaign towards the final pages of Paredes’ novel, the council refused to
accept the truth about their desperate situation. Their cause was headed for destruction. To keep
this mental state of being meant your fate was headed for a collision with reality. A new attitude
arose in the southwestern United States. Gúalinto can no longer substitute his way of living with
the chance of prosperity to that of an unknown uncertainty. Gúalinto finds solace in rejecting this
false ideology of the seditionists because he no longer identifies with the border mentality that he
had left behind in the banana groves of his childhood days. Gúalinto admits, “he had outgrown
those childish daydreams long ago” (Paredes, George 282). The silly pipedreams demonstrated
the differences in ideologies between Guálinto and those of seditionist background. Gúalinto

4

The Border Mentality develops in people who never leave the border region.
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realized that the possibilities for Tejanos amongst yankees and rangers in Texas was to
assimilate. To the American-Tejano this is not seen as an act of conformity but rather a patriotic
duty as an American. The ability to separate from the border area for the three years in
Washington allowed Gúalinto Gómez to break from the influence of the border’s proximity.
Mexico was a different yet similar world just a short distance away. This border mentality is
again rejected when Gúalinto assures his Uncle Feliciano that there is “no future” for them
(Mexicans) (Paredes, George 300). No future for any Mexican not capable of assimilating into
the American way of life. Gúalinto suggests, “Mexicans will always be Mexicans” as though
some curse hung on the name Mexican itself that disallowed these same Mexicans to admit to the
reality surrounding them (Paredes, George 300). Gúalinto is suggesting that the reason
Mexicans find themselves in their state of impoverishment and down trodden troubles is not so
much the result of oppression by Anglo-America, but rather the stubbornness amongst some
Mexican-Americans to accept their role as American citizens. American-Tejanos believe in
adapting the American way of life because they find an identity in pursuing it.
Perhaps one of the biggest issues in the United States is on the subject of immigration. A
migrant caravan from Central America made its way through the country of Mexico in January
2019. They proceeded to try and enter the U.S.-Mexico border through the San Diego port of
entry. The people who rushed the border were met with tear gas and a wall of armed Border
Patrol Agents and other Homeland Security Department agencies. The bigger issue behind
immigration today has to do with the security of the nation in a post terroristic world. Besides the
issue of safety on the immigration debate, another such threat commonly and universally shared
with the problem of immigration is that illegal immigrants and undocumented peoples pose a
threat to the people already residing in that area. David G. Gutiérrez, author of Walls and
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Mirrors: Mexican Americans, Mexican Immigrants and the Politics of Ethnicity, claims that in
“1970 and 1971, Americans became aware of the renewal of undocumented immigration when a
sharp recession threw Americans out of work and rekindled concern that Mexicans were stealing
jobs from American citizens” (188). The term “invasion,” with its negative connotations, has
been frequently and recently used to describe immigrants in general. The nation of immigrants’
slogan is but a quote of the past in America. The notion of a return to Aztlan in Chicano
Romantic thought is seen by the American-Tejano as a threat because they would view an
invading immigrant people as a threat to their already-existing identity. Gutiérrez and his novel
will become more relevant in a later chapter. His book will help distinguish the different
characteristics between a Mexican-American attitude towards country and that of a newly,
arrived immigrant’s view of America.
Américo Paredes finishes his essay of the “Problem of Identity” when he mentions
Octavio Paz in his book, Folklore. Paredes analyzes Paz’s book titled The Labyrinth of Solitude.
Paredes both agrees and disagrees with Paz about the condition of the “pachuco” living in
“pocholandia.” Pachucos lived in California, Arizona and some parts of Texas, mainly southwest
Texas. Paredes is in agreement with Paz in realizing an identity crisis exist in the border region.
Paredes also agrees that “there exist a permanent crisis in the Mexican-American” (47). Octavio
Paz’s book Labyrinth contains other material that will be presented in the following chapter.
Other than trying to explain the Mexican-American’s reflection of himself and his own view of
the world, Paz also creates a prototypical description of the Mexican residing in Mexico. By
comparing characteristics of Mexicans described by Paz and then comparing them to those of the
American-Tejano, the question of what the Tejano is not can be answered. Mexican-American
Gúalinto Gómez is not the same Mexican Octavio Paz wrote about in his book. However, by
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analyzing Paz’s description of what exactly the stereotypical “Mexican” is, the possibility to
separate Guálinto Gómez, the first American Tejano, from Paz’s account only helps with the
cause of identifying the Mexican-American conservative of southwest Texas even further.
Guálinto Gómez represents the conservative Twenty-First Century American-Tejano.
Guálinto’s experiences in George Washington Gómez help determine why he turned out the way
he did. Guálinto’s upbringing contributes to the ironic change of fate at the novel’s end. Guálinto
shares with the American-Tejano in that both are born on the U.S. side of the border. Although
Guálinto is a second-generation American, the American-Tejano is more likely a fourth to fifth
generation American. Guálinto’s transformation in turning into this prototype for the Tejano
happens because of certain situations that impact him. These influences came about from not
only his experiences, but also from his relationship with some other people in the novel. Paredes
creates a blueprint with Guálinto to demonstrate what the American-Tejano is and what he
believes. A Mexican born in Texas does not automatically qualify himself as an AmericanTejano. There are several important factors that must be present in order for the AmericanTejano to exist. In the complexity of finding an identity in the Mexican-American, Paredes
invents a character in Guálinto that is very much in existence today. Much like Chicano
Nationalism that arose in the 1960’s, the American-Tejano finds a place in conservative America
because he finds a sense of loyalty to the place, he grew up in. Conservative customs intertwine
with American traditions, yet their Mexican customs are still recognized. For example, the
posada around Christmas time is an old Mexican tradition that has not completely been erased
from south Texas. Phyllis McKenzie, author of his book, The Mexican Texans, states that
“[t]ejanos are a part of mainstream society yet maintain a distinct identity through their language,
food, music, celebrations, and family ties. This identity, which has never been static, continues to
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evolve” (73). These customs are imprinted on Guálinto, and he can never totally abandon them
much like he can never depart from his Mexican heritage. What Guálinto can do is fully adopt
what he is expected to be as an American. Because of his education, relationships growing up,
and commitment to his country, Paredes invents a character that fits the description of one group
of Mexican-Americans living today in Southwest Texas.
If Guálinto represents the American-Tejano, it is important to find out what that is. It is
first equally important to seek what Guálinto Gómez is not. The works of Octavio Paz and Gloria
Anzaldúa will be used to explain this notion. On the other hand, the works of David G. Gutiérrez
and Samuel P. Huntington will come to clarify what kind of Tejano Guálinto comes to be. The
American-Tejano does not succumb to the discrimination and racism that is associated with him
in America. On the contrary, he uses these derogatory struggles surrounding him to transcend his
status as a minority in the United States.
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CHAPTER II
GEORGE WASHINGTON GÓMEZ: A TEJANO APART
Gloria Anzaldúa & Chicanismo
To make clear how Guálinto better embodies the Twenty-First Century Tejano, he should
first be identified as to what he is not. There is a huge misconception in thinking of the Hispanic
community as a whole. There are different groups that make-up the foundation of Hispanics, but
there is a diversity amongst the ethnic Mexicans living in Southwest Texas which has been
subdivided since the state of Texas was annexed by the United States in 1845. Since Texas’
statehood there have always been two kinds of Mexican-Americans living in the same area of the
southwest. This division could have easily existed much earlier. The Tejano has always had
distance between himself in the land of Southwest Texas and the rest of Central and Southern
Mexico. John L. Davis, author of, Texans One and All, writes that Tejanos “had no more
tendency to look to central Mexico than they had to Spain. They were of independent mind”
(61). There were Tejanos who fought alongside Anglos in Texas’ struggle for independence
against Mexico in 1836. These were Mexicans fighting against Mexicans. Texas’ struggle for
independence was a Mexican Civil War taking place, but with an Anglo-American intervention
that contributed in changing the landscape forever. A Mexican civil war with an Anglo
intervention due to the large number of Americans residing in Texas. Mexico had permitted the
influx of American pioneers into Texas in the early eighteenth century. The flood gates were
open and Texas was overrun with American westward expansion. By the time Texas became part
of the United States, most Mexicans were deciding whether or not to stay in Texas. Today there
are also two distinct types of Tejanos. There are Tejanos who will forever see themselves as first
being Mexican. The Chicano movement that came years after the end of Paredes’s novel is a
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result of the Mexican-American trying to establish such an identity. This identity is but a
Mexican lost in Anglo-America. The Chicano is neither Mexican nor American, but rather an
identity of its own.5 Fueled by Cesar Chavez’s famous march in California, where thousands of
Mexican field workers marched their way to the state’s capital in Sacramento, to protest for
better working conditions amongst other things. Even Tejanos in Texas could relate to their
cousins in California because they were experiencing similar treatment in Texas. The Chicano/a
on the U.S. border, specifically the one in South Texas, finds his first loyalty is to his Mexican
heritage. The American-Tejano has assimilated throughout the years since Texas’ annexation to
America. Guálinto must be acquitted of any relation to the first identity mentioned before he can
fit the title of the American-Tejano.
Gloria Anzaldúa was a Chicana from the southwestern part of Texas. She was born in
Harlingen, Texas, which is a city not far from Américo Paredes’s home of Brownsville, Texas.
In her book, Borderlands La Frontera, Anzaldúa reflects on an identity found amidst the clash of
cultures that constantly occurs on the border. While Paredes’s character of Guálinto poses for the
Twenty-First Century American-Tejano, Anzaldúa’s Chicano/a rejects ties to both Mexico and
the United States. Although Anzaldúa’s book peeks into a more postmodern identity, she has a
lot to say about the Chicano identity as a whole. Her voice is that of a feministic activist. Her
thoughts on paper are poetic. She was a theorist and teacher who lived from September 26, 1942May 15, 2004. Anzaldúa writes about the Chicano/a identity that has emerged from the banks of
the Rio Grande as the voice of the people of the Rio Grande Valley. Anzaldua is part of the
Chicano Nationalism wave that started in the nineteen sixties. Chicanos and American-Tejanos
are two very different associations. Both ideologies are abstract and distant from one another. By
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implementing Anzaldúa’s work, a distinction between these two groups helps separate the
conservative identity of the American-Tejano from that of his cousin’s, the Chicanismo (as it is
known) ideology. Anzaldúa helps identify the Chicano’s place in Texas; however, her work’s
best asset on this thesis is that it proves part of what Guálinto is not.
In Gloria Anzaldúa’s Borderlands, she writes a chapter titled, “How to tame a Wild
Tongue.” In this chapter she explains how the use of her accent is part of her identity. Anzaldúa
writes of the different languages that she has learned to speak. If she were to exclude using any
one of these languages, she would only add to her loss of identity. Anzaldúa’s thoughts on a
“new mestiza” are strictly postmodern ideologies because she is trying to create a new identity
all together, non-Mexican and non-American. Anzaldúa was writing about how the “Chicano
Spanish” language gives direction to how Chicanos should act. Even though the language was
seen by Anglos as an act of rebellion, Anzaldúa claims it was not. She explains that, “[a]ttacks
on one’s form of expression with the intent to censor are a violation of the First
Amendment…wild tongues can’t be tamed, they can only be cut out” (Anzaldúa 76). The point
of view by Anzaldúa speaks for the Chicanismo ideology. It is contrast to that of Guálinto’s
standpoint and direction at the end of Paredes’s novel, George Washington Gómez. There are
several reasons in this chapter alone that demonstrate this clear difference.
Anzaldúa starts by describing how a Chicano/a cannot begin to find an identity until the
people of the border create a language in which they can communicate amongst themselves. She
asks the question, “What recourse is left to them but to create their own language?” (Anzaldúa
77). Now, this created Chicano language takes on two sides. Anzaldúa’s chapter speaks on the
notion of pride that comes with something as significant as an accent when she speaks English.
Her accent becomes an identity itself apart, a unique new creation. In Guálinto’s case, his accent
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incident in school with Miss Cornelia becomes an undeniable turning point in his young life. He
learns the correct way of sounding out certain letters in the English alphabet. When Guálinto has
a difficult time pronouncing the sound for the letter “Q” in Miss Cornelia’s class, he is harassed
by his teacher to the point of ridicule. Guálinto answers, “[o]ne plus one eckles two” when called
on to answer by my Miss Cornelia (Paredes, George 125). This incident had a lasting effect on
Guálinto. Most importantly, Paredes describes the feeling of humiliation felt by those Tejanos
who agree that there is a proper way to sound when speaking English. Many American-Tejanos
are rarely heard with an accent today. They have been taught early on that to truly speak like an
American they have to lose all traces of their accents. Anzaldúa addresses this issue of mimicked
speaking as one that only hinders Chicano identity because an accent only helps identify the true
Chicanismo of the border.
Anzaldúa writes, “we call ourselves Spanish when referring to ourselves as a linguistic
group and when copping out” (84). While the Chicano battles a modern-day standard of having
so many different names describe his ethnicity, the American-Tejano places American
Nationalism above ethnic background as his platform of identity. In his eyes, he is first an
American before he is a Mexican or anything else. Unlike the accent, which according to
Anzaldúa can never be tamed but completely “cut-off,” Mexican blood running in their veins can
never be eradicated. The American-Tejano chooses to identify as an American-first. The
ideology of the American Tejano differs from that of the Chicano’s state of mind. Guálinto
relates himself to an American. Near the novel’s end, Gualinto shares his passion towards
obtaining an American identity when he converses with his uncle on the final page of his novel.
His Uncle Feliciano’s remark about Gualinto’s “masters,” captures the sentiment of how the
Chicano views the white American (Paredes, George 302). He views him as a sign of oppression.
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He thinks all the troubles belonging to the Mexican in Texas are the result of the white man’s
conquest. Much like Feliciano, with his past seditionist ties, the Chicano is a rebel and
nonconformist in the eyes of the American Tejano. Guálinto shares the Chicano attitude as a
youngster before the term Chicano was ever used. He then later transcends this childish belief
and becomes George G. Gómez. Guálinto is a result of what his experiences as a young Chicano
boy in Southwest Texas leads him into becoming. The “masters” remark by Uncle Feliciano
expresses the Chicano’s position, yet Guálinto’s reply helps solidify the American-Tejano’s.
When Guálinto replies to his uncle’s remark of having “masters,” he answers, “I have no
masters. I am doing what I do in the service of my country” (Paredes, George 302). Although we
have the same type of people, the Mexican-Americans of Southwest Texas are very much torn
between two opposing sides.
Anzaldúa claims that Chicanos “began to get glimpses of what they might eventually
become” (Anzaldúa 85). This is because the Chicano movement now had a platform in which to
start their own identity. From the Anzaldúa’s perspective, it is their unique linguistic style that
becomes vital in determining their existence. She also states that Tejanos are “not copping-out
when we know we are more than nothing. We call ourselves Mexican, referring to a race and
ancestry; mestizo when affirming both our Indian and Spanish; Chicano when referring to a
politically aware people born in the U.S.” (Anzaldúa 85). The American-Tejano separates
himself from the rest of these labels because he feels a sense of duty elsewhere. Unlike Chicanos
who prefer their “ancestry” as the most sacred token to their history, American-Tejanos place the
interests of Americans before anything else.6 By doing so, the American-Tejano sees himself
above the rest of his fellow Mexican-Americans because they feel the way to progress is by
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adapting to the American way of life. The American-Tejano like Guálinto views his fellow
Chicano countrymen as a people with a false belief. Chicanismo rejects total assimilation as part
of the United States. Their ties to Mexican traditions are forever linked. Perhaps Anzaldúa’s next
chapter in the same book can better help analyze the distinction between the Nationalist Tejano
and the Spanish Chicano.
Gloria Anzaldúa’s chapter, “La Consciencia de la Mestiza: Towards a New Consciousness,”
from her same novel Borderlands, continues the tradition of postmodernism with what Anzaldúa
calls the “New Mestiza” or new consciousness. Her ideas within the chapter address how “the
work of Mestiza consciousness is to break down,” what she calls “the subject-object duality that
keeps her a prisoner and to show in the flesh and through the images of her work how duality is
transcended” (Anzaldúa 102). What this duality represents is the standard norm that belongs to
the modern world we know today. All the rules and standards which are live by today such as the
differences in rank between male and female, or the problem of race between white and colored
people. Anzaldúa writes that “a massive uprooting of dualistic thinking in the individual and
collective consciousness is the beginning of a long struggle” (Anzaldúa). Anzaldúa teaches that
the only way to reach the new Mestiza was to first do away with what she was taught as a young
girl. She thought the modern-day norm would have to vanish in order for the new Chicano/a to
exist. Guálinto experiences this attitude of differences between what was expected from a both
man and woman.
The difference in rank between men and women can be seen with the characters of
Guálinto’s sisters. Carmen and Maruca demonstrate how it was not unusual for young girls to
drop out of school to fill other roles more suitable for women. Guálinto’s sister Carmen is a
bright student who dreams of one day finishing school. Carmen does not complain when she is
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asked to care for both her mom and pregnant sister Maruca. Maruca quit school to help her
mother at home when she broke her leg. Paredes mentions that “Carmen gave up her job
willingly, as she had given high school some years before” (Paredes, George 227). Both sisters
were pulled away from school to help out at home. Since house chores were much the norm of
what women were expected to do, it was not unusual for someone like Carmen to drop from
school for the sake of helping out at home. Guálinto, on the other hand, was expected to finish.
Despite the expectations of Gumersindo, his dead father, Guálinto’s family were also expecting
him to finish school and go on to college. Like his sister Carmen, he was top of his class.
However, unlike his sisters, Guálinto did have an obligation to finish what he had started.
Guálinto’s sisters dropping-out of school to help at home was acceptable, but what was not
acceptable was Guálinto resorting to the same fate as his sisters had because of the expectations
his family had of him. For Guálinto, he saw first-hand that each gender had different roles. Later,
Guálinto marries an educated white woman from the eastern part of the United States. Perhaps
this act could be seen as an attempt by Paredes to unite the gender roles and escape from the grip
of modernity. This is in relation to the distinct characteristic apart from the subject-object duality
Anzaldúa previously wrote about. Even if Guálinto’s marriage to Ellen is a sign of surpassing the
duality issue, modernity’s norms once again take over when Guálinto is introduced to Ellen’s
parents. This time the modern-day duality turns to matters of racial discrimination. Ellen’s father
calls Guálinto a “Meskin” (Paredes, George 283). This is a derogatory term that has been used to
label Mexicans. It does not matter if Guálinto is educated or a soldier in the U.S. Army. He is
always going to be just a “Meskin” to some of his Anglo countrymen. The racial bigotry is a
reminder that such changes as Anzaldúa’ s new Mestiza will always be challenged. Ellen’s dad
states, “[y]ou look white but you’re a goddam Meskin. And what does your mother do but give
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you a nigger name” (Paredes, George 284). A new consciousness is hard to obtain because some
peoples’ views will always be the same. This is why Anzaldúa claims that there must be a
“massive uprooting” in order for the new consciousness to come about.
Another characteristic described in Anzaldúa’s chapter, “New Consciousness,” speaks of
the term “machismo” and what it represents. Anzaldúa claims it is an “Anglo invention” (105).
According to Anzaldúa machismo is “an adaptation to oppression and poverty and low selfesteem” (105). The notion of machismo can best be seen when Guálinto’s Uncle physically hits
his mother in a quarrel they were having about the eldest daughter Maruca. With machismo, men
are capable of abusing women. Anzaldúa states that this occurs because “the loss of a sense of
dignity and respect in the macho breeds a false machismo which leads him to put down women
and even brutalize them” (105). This scene in which Feliciano beats on Guálinto’s mother is a
result of feeling disrespected. Uncle Feliciano resorts to violence because it is his way to end an
argument. Again, the duality Anzaldúa previously mentioned is shown through Uncle Feliciano’s
lashing out. This is something not seen by Guálinto. His marriage to Ellen actually counters the
notion of Machismo because Guálinto views his wife as being one in the same in comparison to
himself. Unlike the macho characteristic described by Anzaldúa and demonstrated by Feliciano
in putting down women, Guálinto does not show Anzaldúa’s proposition about the “macho
having doubts about his ability to feed and protect his family” (105). Guálinto is able to escape
this machismo attitude because he does not have to worry about the constant worry of a typical
farm worker like his Uncle Feliciano before him. The notion of providing for his family is never
an issue for the educated and successful Guálinto Gómez.
In a section named “By your true faces we will know you,” Anzaldúa continues in her
“New Consciousness” chapter that in order for the Chicano to understand different people, he
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first has to learn about their history. On the same note, newly-arrived immigrants need to know
the struggles of Chicanos to bring people closer together. The more we know of any one
particular group the more we understand them. Anzaldúa finds it important to try and learn about
different people and cultures. She notes, “Ignorance splits people, creates prejudices. A
misinformed people, is a subjugated people” (Anzaldúa 108). Guálinto is well informed about
his own people because of the proximity he kept with them throughout the “dos veinte-dos,” his
old neighborhood. Nonetheless, it is Guálinto’s knowledge of Anglo-American customs that
keeps him from falling into the ignorant category. By moving east, Guálinto gets exposed to
more Anglo-Americans. What this does is give Guálinto a view of what America that differs
from how the country is viewed by Mexicans living back in Jonesville-on-the-Grande. Guálinto
is able to separate from his reality at home and capture a different perspective. Ignorance is
knowing the truth about something and still refers to it as something else. Thus, the AmericanTejano is more informed about the complexity of people that make up the United States because
unlike Anzaldúa’s Chicano/a, the former understands the reality of this same complexity. The
American-Tejano, in this case, Guálinto Gómez, came to understand that the people from his
hometown in Jonesville were part of something much bigger. Guálinto does not feel alienated or
lost at the end of the novel. He does suggest that his former townspeople were a step behind
when it came time to accept the truth that the land that existed before the Anglo-Americans
arrived was no more. Guálinto thought of the border mentality he left behind as a place of the
stubborn and the ignorant because they did not experience what Guálinto had experienced.
The final piece from Gloria Anzaldúa’s book “Borderlands,” also from the same chapter
as before (New Consciousness), draws on the final comparison between the Anzaldúa’s New
Chicano/a and the Guálinto as the American-Tejano. In a section called “El dia de la Chicana,”
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Anzaldúa writes about a foretelling of the arrival of a new woman in the southwest. This new
person is constantly seeking what Anzaldúa describes as “new images of identity, new beliefs
about ourselves, our humanity and worth no longer in question” (109). She is the Chicanismo
ideology in practice. Guálinto does not try inventing a new self. His imaginary play as a child
spoke on how he once romanticized different historical events. Although Guálinto dreams of
these childhood games as a grown man, they visit him in a different time. Guálinto has outgrown
his own dreams of once playing inside the banana groves that stood behind his Uncle Feliciano’s
house. At the end of the novel, Guálinto’s character does not feel subjugated because he is aware
of the American presence that is there to stay. The reality of his situation is that he is a minority
in America who must get beyond the everlasting discrimination that accompanies America. this
same country, his own country, has as one of its characteristics. Anzaldua’s Chicana/o wants to
invent something to call their own while Guálinto and the American-Tejano want to belong to
something already in existence that they believe far outweighs their own need of self-identity as
an ethnic group. The American-Tejano is more concerned about his contribution as an American
patriot in the service of his country.
Gloria Anzaldúa’s book was added to this thesis to separate the American-Tejano from
the Chicano/a from southwest Texas. Anzaldúa’s place of birth and residence is why she, above
many prominent Chicano/a writers, was selected. Claudia Sadowski-Smith’s book, Border
Fictions: Globalization, Empire, and Writing at the Boundaries of the United States, further
explains the Chicano’s purpose in his unique literature. She states that Chicano/a literature
“further suggests that the deepening of divisions between Mexicans and Mexican-Americans
embodied in border militarization is mirrored in spatialized gendered, class, and political
differences within U.S. Mexican communities” (Sadowski-Smith 22). Gloria Anzaldúa’s
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Borderlands obtains the theme of “us against the world” throughout its text. By creating an
identity as Chicanismo, or in Anzaldúa’s case, new mestiza, Chicano’s contradict the purpose of
the American-Tejano wanting to assimilate to an American way of life with all its customs and
traditions. This also includes the rejection of any language transition from Spanish to English.
The American Tejano, whether familiar with the Spanish language or not, would not use the
Spanish Chicano language because the use of Spanish is an act of rebellion itself. The term of
“us against them” applies to the American-Tejano as well. Except now, the American Tejano
looks at the word “us” as in the United States as a whole. The American-Tejano’s view is
nationalistic. “Them,” to the American-Tejano in today’s world would cover the topic of illegal
immigration. This is precisely the job that Guálinto is partaking in when he returns home from
his three years away in Washington. His new position becomes one in which he puts the interest
of his country before those of his townspeople. Guálinto was acting as the modern-day U.S.
Border Patrol so very present in today’s border towns. And just like today’s security presence at
the border which targets suspected terrorists among Mexican nationals, Gualinto was responsible
for locating German and Japanese spies trying to infiltrate America’s border from Mexico.
Gloria Anzaldúa’s work helps distinguish the Chicano/a from the American-Tejano, but
another problem of identity on the border which Anzaldúa called “una herida abierta” (25) [an
open wound that cannot heal], is the continuous flow of people that constantly arrive. Newlyarrived immigrants, whether documented or not, contribute to the identity crises because they
only divide the community along the U.S. side of the border further. Sadowski-Smith adds to this
argument by claiming that “ongoing migration from Mexico tends to exacerbate these divisions
as it continuously (re)creates economic, cultural, and political distinctions among newcomers
and older generations of Mexican-Americans” (22). Just like the distinguished features of both
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Anzaldúa’s Chicano/a and that of the Paredes’s Guálinto Gómez, the Twenty-First Century
American-Tejano must also be separated from the newest of immigrants arriving from Mexico.
Octavio Paz & Immigrant Strangers
Immigrants have long been a part of the Texas-Mexico border since the established
boundary of the Rio Grande has existed. Today, the issue of immigration is a highly debatable
topic. The discussion of a border wall is very much alive in the minds of many Americans. This
interest in a border wall places its origins in counter-terrorism. The proximity between both
countries begins with the family ties on both sides of the border which still exist today. This is
especially true to some of the peoples of southwest Texas. Any dialogue in reference to any wall
construction along the U.S.-Mexico border becomes a more heated topic in the southwest valley
of Texas because it is here were many immigrants come into the United States for the first time.
This same area of Texas also becomes a flood of traveling paisanos during the holiday season.
Many immigrants stop along the border and shop while they pass on through to their
destinations. At the same time, some people living in Southwest Texas also travel into Mexico to
visit family. The U.S.-Mexico border is a never-ending flow that not even a wall could sustain.
However, it is the topic of such a wall that divides the Hispanic community of Southwest Texas
even further. This is because the immigrant issue affects all Mexicans alike living in the United
States whether they are considered U.S. citizens or not.
Octavio Paz, is a Mexican poet who became a spokesperson for the identity of his
Mexican brethren. He was awarded the 1990 Nobel Prize for Literature. Octavio Paz’s book, The
Labyrinth of Solitude, attempts to discover a Mexican identity that begins before the Spanish
conquest of the sixteenth century ever took place. What is unique about Paz’s descriptions in his
book is that he makes references to the indigenous origins of Mexico’s past to understand some
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of the complex characteristics of the Mexican living in the modern world today. As Américo
Paredes mentions about a speech given by Paz in Austin, “He does get carried away now and
then by his fascination with the bloodier aspects of the pre-Columbian cultures” (Paredes,
Folklore 46). Perhaps Paredes’s observation of Paz’s work is most evident in a chapter Paz
named “The Sons of La Malinche,” from his same book Labyrinth. Before Paz can label any
kind of identity for the modern Mexican, he writes that “the Mexican is always a problem, both
for other Mexicans and for himself” (70). The problem is one of trust.7 Paz explains that constant
conquest in Mexico’s history has produced a people who mistrust one another. Long before the
Spanish conquest, Mexico was a land of constant takeover. Paz explains that the result of this is
that “the character of the Mexican is not only a product of the social circumstances that prevail in
Mexico, but also the history behind these circumstances that contain the answer to every
question about him” (71). Paz’s definition of what the Mexican is only better clarifies what
Guálinto Gómez is not in Paredes’s novel. However, just like the character of Feliciano which
was used earlier to distinguish his characteristics from those of Guálinto’s, Paz’s description
helps single out the character of Gumersindo (Guálinto’s Father) only to further separate
Guálinto from his immigrant father. Gumersindo represents the hopes and promises immigrants
wish to find in America.
In Paz’s chapter “The Sons of La Malinche,” he writes about a certain type of Mexican
whom he calls the “worker” (66). This same worker is a representation of a people who have
always been conquered by some outside tribe or armada. The Mexican worker is the “hermetic,
peasant, remote, conservative, who can both attract and repel” (Paz 65). The result of this evercasting shadow of defeat by the worker is described as the “servant mentality” (Paz 70).
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Gumersindo lives as a quiet worker who had come to Texas in the hopes of seeking better
opportunities. In Paredes’s novel, Guálinto’s father fits the makeup of who Paz is describing in
his book because he is an immigrant who comes from Mexico in search of the “American
Dream.” Gumersindo is a man who represents someone who is trying to escape an identity and
not necessarily obtain one. He is an anonymous figure at the mercy of his new Anglo masters.
Paz’s analysis of Mexican identity extends only to Gumersindo and not Guálinto because of
Gumersindo’s status as a newly-arrived immigrant. Gaúlinto, or the American-Tejano, does not
entirely fit into Paz’s category of a worker because he is fully assimilated into American culture.
However, Paz’s definition does account for most Mexicans from Mexico. He writes “the habitual
reactions of the Mexican are not limited to a single class, race, or isolated group in an inferior
position” (Paz 72). This is the reason that Paz’s analysis of the worker or servant coincides with
that of Gumersindo. Unlike Feliciano’s attitude towards Anglos, Gumersindo sees that
integrating with Anglo-Americans is the American way to behave. Gumersindo has an Anglo
boss at his work, and he also has an Anglo doctor deliver his wife’s (Maria) baby. On the other
hand, Guálinto’s assimilation becomes so apparent that his history seems to have been erased
and rewritten by the process of Americanization (a form of re-education that will resurface in the
next chapter). Guálinto sees himself as an American first. Guálinto does not fit Paz’s description
because he doesn’t view himself as a Mexican worker or let alone a servant. Even though Paz
suggests that “history can clarify the origins of many of our phantasms, but it cannot dissipate
them,” American-Tejanos like Guálinto have a history deeply rooted in American education that
gives them a distinguished position separate from Paz’s servant mentality. Guálinto is not
oblivious to his past altogether. His phantasms are evident in the reoccurring dreams he once
fancied about as a kid. However, the conservative Guálinto Gómez, in his dire need to identify
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himself to something, replaces his past of wreckage conquest by adopting an American identity.
Just as the American-Tejano demonstrates a sense of patriotic duty, Guálinto soon develops a
sense of national pride in serving his country by escaping the forecast of the defeated servant
worker.
The American-Tejano escapes the servant mentality because he sees himself in a different
class than those associated with the newly arrived immigrants from Mexico. This mentality
occurs because unlike the people that come different outside areas, the American-Tejano is born
in America. The immigrant is a stranger in a new land. On the contrary, the American Tejano
asserts himself in the same company as his Anglo counterparts. There is no chance of someone
like Guálinto to carry a burdensome past if its only outcome leads to a state of limbo. Besides,
the American-Tejano identifies with American values because it is here where he finds a sense of
identity. He is not the quiet immigrant stranger placing his future on hope through blind
compliance. The American-Tejano’s own compliance is more a commitment to the only way of
life he/she have known. The immigrant is considered blind because of his unfamiliarity of
Southwest Texas. On the contrary, the American-Tejano knows the ways and laws of the land
because they have always lived in the region. Jose E. Limon, author of his book, Américo
Paredes Culture & Critique, writes in his chapter “Radical Hope,” that what the Treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo of 1848 created was a question in the American consciousness. Limon refers
to John O’Sullivan’s remark of what he called the “Mexican question” (9). This question was
about what to do with the remaining Mexican community now that it had become annexed into
the United States of America. Through his analysis, Limon attempts to help answer how certain
characters in Paredes’s novel respond to the Mexican question. He writes that Guálinto or
George is “experiencing a displaced and unnamed psychic disequilibrium; that he is being
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haunted by his father—both loved as a father and repulsed as a poor, passive, and stigmatized
Mexican immigrant now represented by thousands like him now entering Jonesville, the Valley,
and the United States” (Limon 25). In this view, Limon is further describing the separation
American-Tejanos place on immigrants. By writing, that Guálinto is in a state of psychic
disequilibrium suggests that he has unanswered questions he rather not answer because these
questions interfere with his American identity already established. The adjective word of psychic
in this case indicates that Guálinto is sensitive to certain issues of identity. The word of
disequilibrium can also suggest that these sensitive issues can and could appear in his mind at
any time. Limon mentions the moment Guálinto lashes out at his father as a teenager in an act of
shame. Guálinto yells, “My Father was just an ignorant Mexican” (Paredes, George 193)! There
was shame that arose in Guálinto from knowing his father represented an immigrant from the
interior of Mexico. Gumersindo represented someone who had succumbed to the belief that the
best thing in life was to offer oneself as a service to someone else. That this was in the best
interest of any Mexican seeking a peaceful life. One that never questions in the hopes of survival.
Guálinto’s character defies his father’s because he is not destined to be a peaceful servant.
Gumersindo wanted Guálinto’s destiny to surpass this status that he himself could never do away
with. Because of Guálinto’s assimilation, and those of American-Tejanos, their view distinctly
contradicts those of their immigrant contemporaries who have not yet developed any ties to
American Nationalism.
Limon suggests that when Guálinto confronts his identity he struggles because of who his
father was. Limon focuses his attention on the time of the novel when Guálinto’s mother is
telling him he was once an angel before he came to be a boy. He singles in on when Guálinto
cries out, “Why am I not somebody else” (Paredes, George 51). Guálinto’s expression seems to
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be questioning his existence as if it were a menacing curse.8 What Guálinto’s remark further
suggests is that he wanted to separate himself from any affiliation to newly arrived immigrants
even if that meant he would deny people of his own race. Guálinto was beginning to understand
that any connection linking him with people like his father (Mexican Immigrant) would only
delay the process of becoming accepted into the American mainstream, but worse than that, it
meant that Guálinto would continue with an identity crisis. This is the same attitude towards
immigrants today from Hispanic conservatives who understand that what happens in the
immigration issue affects them as well. Guálinto’s reaction is best explained by Jose. E. Limon
when he mentions the “unsettled, conflicted, psychological condition, which feeds into a
continual questioning of Mexican identity” (Limon 23). Guálinto’s psychic ability can be seen as
a sensitivity placed on perhaps another subconscious plot. A statement by Limon brings up a
more intriguing issue that can better position the mindset of the American-Tejano in contrast to
the newly arrived Mexican immigrant. Besides the shame that Guálinto could be feeling knowing
his father’s status, as immigrant is inescapable, there is yet another more important idea Limon
introduces. He finishes the quote above by stating the effects new immigrants arriving in
America has on people like Guálinto, “[i]n a short order they will give the United States its own
racial sense of Mexican, but also haunt all Mexican Americans” (Limon 25). This haunting
occurs when both American-Tejanos and Chicanos as well, view the issue of immigration and
the immigrants it involves today as something that sets them back from whatever progress they
have made as a minority group in America. The American-Tejano sees this issue as another
blockade to integrate with their Anglo countrymen. At the same time, the Chicano may see the
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newly arrived immigrant as an uneducated being because of their lack of knowing about the
many trials that Mexican-Americans have had to confront in America.
Unlike the character of Uncle Feliciano who was originally from the border area,
Gumersindo had a different aspect of what opportunities awaited him and his family in America.
He had not been as exposed to Anglo-Americans as Feliciano had. Gumersindo’s optimism is
most obvious during the beginning of Paredes’s novel through his relationship with Uncle
Feliciano. Since Gumersindo models after the Mexican identity of Octavio Paz’s servant
mentality, he has come to represent the Mexican immigrant. The differences between
Gumersindo and Guálinto have previously been established by identifying a few basic
characteristics of each. Both father and son symbolize a different class of Mexican on the border.
However, it is Gumersindo’s relationship with Uncle Feliciano that helps better identify the
Mexican immigrant worker. A character analysis between Gumersindo and Uncle Feliciano
starts by looking into the mindset of each. Jose E. Limon points out the part of the novel in
which Gumersindo is taken-in by the Preacher’s words of goodwill. In the novel, the reader is
exposed to the inner thoughts of Uncle Feliciano’s view of Gumersindo’s reaction to the
preacher’s speech. Feliciano thinks to himself while watching Gumersindo that “[i]t was all very
well for Gumersindo, who came from the interior of Mexico to be taken in by such talk. But a
Border Mexican knew there was no brotherhood of men” (Paredes, George 19). Gumersindo had
escaped a Mexico in which according to Paz, was a place where Mexicans fought not only
themselves but other Mexicans at the same time. This explains why Gumersindo, was now living
in Texas. Whether it be because of race or class, he was escaping a land of discrimination only to
enter another country perhaps more separate as their previous one had been. Through his analysis
of the character of Uncle Feliciano, Limon considers that Paredes was demonstrating how “the
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Border Mexicans saw these new immigrants as transients and outsiders because they had no
historical roots in the land and no stake in the ongoing struggle with the gringos” (Limon 23).
Part of the reason that the Chicano movement exists is because these Mexicans wish to separate
themselves from Anglo-American influence. They want to hold on to their Mexican heritage that
is theirs alone. Therefore, an action by a Mexican immigrant that shows any resemblance to
American conformity is seen as an act of treason in the Chicano point-of-view. This view of
conformity undermines the Mexicans’ efforts and progress on the U.S. side of the border.
Although the immigrant worker and the American-Tejano share a similar sense of
conformity to the United States, the American-Tejano and immigrant worker differ in the reasons
why they choose to adopt American ideals. The American-Tejano feels a duty to serve his
country. He is very patriotic and therefore supports his home. The newly-arrived immigrant feels
a sense of duty to help his family, so he works very hard to provide them with better possibilities.
Some immigrants come in search of work alone, and send their earnings back home to their
families. Some natives question the loyalty of foreigners. Chicanos visualize newly-arrived
immigrants as unwitting because of their negligence of knowing the hardships many Border
Mexicans have had to endure as second-class citizens. American-Tejanos on the other hand, see
these same immigrants as foreigners who only complicate their conservative views. Frederick
Whiting, author of, “The Citizen’s Progress: Irony, Agency, and The Evolution of the
Bildungsroman in Américo Paredes’s George Washington Gómez,” mentions one possible way
in how the natives of Southwest Texas adds to the complexity of the immigration issue. It is not
the sharing of Southwest Texas land with immigrants that alarms natives but their political
presence that interests them. Whiting writes, “[t]his attitude toward land, rather than the specifics
of legal status or allegiances to Mexico, in turn constitutes Mexicans as political aliens” (185).
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Mexican-Americans understand that one of the surest ways to be heard is to organize people in
groups. The mass influx of people from other places might interfere with the region politically.
Newly-arrived immigrants pose a threat to conservative votes because of the immigrant’s
influence on the side of the progressives. Unlike the American-Tejano, newly-arrived
immigrants are not familiar with Southwest Texas, and do not understand Tejano conservatism
because of their different educational background.
Gumersindo is considered a “good Mexican” (Paredes 12) according to Doc Berry. Doc
was to help Gumersindo’s wife with the delivery of her newborn. Doc was addressing the
Rangers who asked about Gumersindo in the opening chapter. If Gumersindo was considered a
good Mexican, then that meant there was some other Mexicans viewed as enemies. The result in
the difficulty in distinguishing which Mexicans are good and which are bad results in all
Mexicans being placed in the same category. The biggest problem newly arrived immigrants
create to Mexican-Americans is that their Mexican identity seems to overlap theirs. Mexicans are
seen as Mexicans by Anglo America no matter if border Mexicans have never set foot in
Mexico. For the American-Tejano or people like Guálinto, the never-ending immigration of
people from Mexico becomes a problem that only intensifies the feeling of lost identity. The
immigrant makes the American-Tejano look like a foreigner in his own home. They are not one
in the same. Gumersindo is considered a good Mexican because of his approach towards his new
country. There is a huge similarity in characteristics by the newly arrived immigrant worker and
the American-Tejano in their optimism towards their future in America. Limon writes about a
few of those shared characteristics between Guálinto and Gumersindo, or the American-Tejano
and the newly arrived immigrant in his book. The “gringo newspapers” Uncle Feliciano finds
belonging to Gumersindo (Paredes 13), prove that Guálinto’s father wanted to learn the language
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of his new country. He was willing to assimilate and change his way of speaking like the
American-Tejano before him. The difference here, however, are in the reasons this conformity
occurs. While the immigrant sees his conformity as a way of survival in a foreign land, the
American-Tejano views its allegiance to America not as a form of conformity at all, but as a
patriotic duty to country as Americans. Another mention Limon reminds his readers of how
Gumersindo tries to assimilate is when Gumersindo mentions his Anglo boss for being “kind” to
him (Paredes, George 20). It is as though the gesture of being treated with kindness was some
kind of reward from Anglo bosses for complying. Gumersindo is the good Mexican because he
takes whatever is offered to him as long as he has work, and never questions his place in society.
Gumersindo reinforces Paz’s description of the Mexican worker when he writes that “the
Mexican does not want or does not dare to be himself” (Paz 73). Unlike the American-Tejano’s
desire to be recognized as an American, the immigrant conformity revolves more in its notion to
remain anonymous.
José David Saldívar writes in his book, Border Matters: Remapping American Cultural
Studies, that the hero found in most Chicano or Border Mexicans was a man or woman who
defied the Anglo authority of the time. Saldívar tries to recreate American culture studies by
including Chicano perspectives using a variety of different texts. It is the moment of Guálinto’s
given name by his father at birth that starts the transition of the hero as a Mexican bandit to the
American revolutionary. Saldívar questions how Paredes might be suggesting that “his brown
hero’s future lead a new republic replete with mystic past and manifest destiny” (Saldívar 43).
Guálinto’s real name provides him with a platform in which his conservative ties are built on
because George Gómez grows up to become a nationalist, a title in which his name already
represents. Also, in reference to Gumersindo’s character, Octavio Paz’s explains in his
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previously mentioned chapter that “the Mexican venerates a bleeding and humiliated Christ, a
Christ who has been beaten by the soldiers and condemned by the judges, because he sees him a
transfigured image of his own identity” (Paz 83). José David Saldívar references to when
Gumersindo is gunned down by rangers (Saldívar 44). In this part of Paredes’s novel,
Gumersindo wishes that his son never hears the truth of how his father was murdered at the
hands of rangers. He “wanted his son to have no hatred in his heart” (Paredes, George 31). This
hate was sure to blind him from becoming the best version of himself. Having hate would have
only led Guálinto into a vengeful attitude which would not have contributed to his conversion
from Chicano machismo to American conservatism at the story’s end. Gumersindo is forgiving
to his murderers because he wishes not to be avenged by his son. He wants Guálinto to have an
equal opportunity at succeeding. Rather, he wanted his son provided with the best possibility to
succeed. Gumersindo wanted Guálinto to live in a place where he could live alongside AngloAmericans in peace. Gumersindo was coming from a country in which war was abound, and
leadership in government was in turmoil. The “great man who will help his people” (Paredes 16)
is seen as two different identities by his parents. Guálinto’s mother suggests her son will one day
contribute to his people (Mexicans) as a way of giving back to his Tejano community while
Gumersindo shouts that his son will be “a great man among the gringos” (Paredes, George 16).
Guálinto’s chosen name by Gumersindo, is his father’s vision for a new kind of Mexican on the
border. The name, George Washington Gómez, given to Guálinto, is but his father’s hope for his
son to become a law-abiding citizen that shows loyalty to his country. Guálinto does fulfill his
Mexican immigrant father’s wish. However, Guálinto proceeds to transcend his father’s dream in
his attempt to identify himself as an American and not a minority. The ability to shed their
Mexican identity separates the American-Tejano from his Chicano brethren. At the same time,
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the American-Tejano is an American first with no ties if any to Mexico. This result only further
separates the immigrant from the Twenty-First Century American-Tejano because the immigrant
will always be linked to Mexico. Their commitment to their new country is possible but highly
unlikely. The immigrant was born in Mexico, and the American-Tejano perhaps has hardly
visited let alone ever step foot in Mexico. They are not familiar with the country of Mexico.
Guálinto makes a symbolic gesture on how the Twenty-First Century American-Tejano views of
being associated with anyone else other than an American when he walks out of his homecoming
party setup by his hometown friends (Paredes, George 294). Therefore, the American-Tejano’s
idea of a national identity supersedes that of an identity associated with any minority group or
category. Any association to any one group would again only contribute to a prolonged lost
identity.
Jose E. Limon mentions a book written by David G. Gutiérrez named Walls and Mirrors:
Mexican Americans, Mexican Immigrants, and the Politics of Ethnicity in relation to its title
(Limon 25). This title suggests that people like American-Tejanos and Mexican-Americans alike
find that what affects immigrants today also affects them. Limon uses the name of Gutiérrez’s
title to suggest how immigration issues affect the Mexican-American communities as a whole.
The biggest task for American-Tejanos is not setting aside their Mexican ethnicity, but how to
not be placed alongside Mexican immigrants as if they were one in the same. This problem
becomes evident when any new laws towards immigration policy affects American-Tejano
communities. A great example of this would have been the proposed bill of twenty-ten in the
state of Arizona. The bill was known as “Arizona Immigration Law SB 1070.” Even though this
bill was not ever introduced in Texas, the fact that a bordering state with Mexico could introduce
such a bill meant it could have easily ended up in the Governor’s office of Texas. Such an idea
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would create a confusion as to how to determine which Mexican is a U.S. citizen, and which one
is in the country illegally. So, the truth of the immigration issue affects U.S. citizens in terms of
harassment by authorities for nothing other than being of Mexican descent. Gutiérrez’s work
from his book of Walls and Mirrors will be further quoted in the following chapter.
The role of the immigrant is the same as it was one hundred years ago during the times of
Gumersindo’s migration into the United States.9 According to Maria Menchaca’s book,
Naturalizing Mexican Immigrants, she claims that the modern-day Mexican immigrants “have
chosen to emancipate themselves from the governance of Mexico because they are free agents
who recognize that a state must generate opportunities for its citizens to pursue a better life…
Mexican immigrants have shown their political allegiance to the United States in abiding by the
laws of the country, working productively, and fulfilling all of the obligations and
responsibilities a state demands of a citizen” (Menchaca 9). Menchaca describes the modern-day
Mexican worker as though she was describing Gumersindo’s characteristics themselves.
Gumersindo was here in search of a better life, and given the time period of the novel’s
beginning, perhaps he was fleeing from the battlefields of the Mexican Revolution, or had
arrived earlier, when escaping in the Mexican exodus from what was known in Mexico as the
“Porfiato.” Menchaca believes that “large-scale patterns of Mexican migration to the United
States commenced with the dictatorial presidency of Porfirio Díaz in the 1870’s” (Menchaca 8).
Gumersindo believed hard work and obedience was the best way to help his family while they
settled in the Texas Valley. The less attracted attention the better for Gumersindo. As Paz adds to
the character of Gumersindo in his book “Labyrinth,” “the Mexican does not want or does not
dare to be himself” (Paz 73). Guálinto can never be in the same political category as his father,
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Gumersindo because his rebellion comes in the form of accomplishing something most Mexicans
in Texas at the time were not expected to finish. This was to finish his high school education
along with his college degree.
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CHAPTER III
GEORGE G. GÓMEZ: THE AMERICAN-TEJANO EMERGES
Americanization Process
The trademark of the American-Tejano starts with early education. One distinct action
between Mexican-American conservatives or American-Tejanos is that most of them have had
an American education. This education was not always offered to the Mexican boys and girls
living in Texas. Segregation was something very present in the state, especially in the southwest
region were the Anglo and Mexican population have been in close proximity. According to
David Montejano, author of his book, Anglos and Mexicans In the Making of Texas, 1836-1986,
he writes, “Segregated schools were a straightforward reflection of the racial divisions of the
farm towns. In the Lower Valley, the towns of Edinburg, Harlingen, and San Benito segregated
their Mexican school children through the fourth and fifth grades. And along the dense string of
newcomer towns on Highway 83-the longest mile of McAllen, Mercedes, Mission, Pharr-San
Juan, and Weslaco-Mexican School segregation was an unbroken policy” (168). Segregation was
not considered a necessity beyond these early grades because most children of Mexican descent
were not expected to go beyond these early years of education. The situation was different for
Guálinto in the fictional town of Jonesville-on-the-Grande “where schools were fully integrated
from the first grade up through high school” as compared to the “larger communities in which
Mexican children were offered an English-language education in elementary school built
especially for them—separate but unequal” (Paredes, George 116). These little schools or
“esquelitas,” as they were known in Spanish, were the symbols of segregation in Texas’
education system. This important factor about Guálinto and his educational start is important to
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consider because it sets the platform of a Mexican student in an educational institution under the
process known at the time as Americanization.
The basic definition of Americanization is in its purpose. The objective of the
Americanization process is to try to make people as American as possible. Although the practice
was first used on Native-Americans, Americanization was later used in places like southwest
Texas were bigger populations lived. American expansion began in the early nineteenth century,
and with it came the need to educate the people it now ruled over. Perhaps the best interpretation
of the process and purpose of Americanization is written around the time of Paredes’s novel.
Peter E. Speek provided a printed text on how the Americanization process should be
administered to deal with the influx of immigrants that entered through Ellis Island in the first
quarter of the century. Speek was the author of an essay called “The meaning of Nationality and
Americanization,” which he wrote in the American Journal of Sociology of 1926. The goal of
Americanization was to make the immigrant “learn to depend upon himself, to think with his
own head, and act according to his own ideas and resolves, so far as his actions do not encroach
upon the liberty of others” (Speek 248). Americanization had to start in the schools were the
immigrant children will first learn about the world. Americanization called for “an efficient
American public-school system, not merely Americanization evening schools, but all classes of
schools, beginning with the primary schools and ending with the colleges, this being necessary in
order to compete successfully with the school system developed by the immigrants themselves”
(Speek 249). Education alone was not enough to succeed in transitioning a foreigner into a fullfledged American patriot. There were certain requirements in Speek’s essay that had to happen
in the immigrant’s education for Americanization to take place. These standards were necessary
according to Speek in order to make the practice effective. These “conceptions,” as Speek
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referred to them, were of "merging" and "identity" (Speek 244). The merging part explains,
Speek, is “the disappearance of the immigrant as a foreigner in the mass of the American people
who are commonly known as natives; that is, the immigrant, as a member of a foreign race or
nationality, has to be denationalized and, at the same time, renationalized into an American"
(244). It is important to note that Mexicans were considered foreigners after the Treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo of 1848 because they were now in American territory. Speeks’ essay relates
to Guálinto’s own experience with the Americanization process because he undergoes these
same concepts Speeks writes about in his essay. Guálinto is considered a foreigner even though
he was born American. The Americanization process placed on Guálinto and his classmates
focuses on erasing any resemblances to Mexico. Since there was no way of doing away with
Mexican American peoples, the next best thing was to transform them into behaving like
Americans.
The latter conception Speek mentions is that of identity. Here he writes, “As
naturalization requires severance of allegiance to the old country, so the process of
Americanization-naturalization in a broad sense leads to the change from former racial or
nationality identity to American identity” (Speek 244-45). If Tejanos were looking for identity,
then the process of Americanization was sure to provide one. This is of course given that the
student remains in school. American-Tejanos like Guálinto feel American because it is all they
have ever known. Some have even lost the use of Spanish because they are fourth and fifth
generation Mexican-Americans that have less ties with Mexico or anyone from there. As Julie
Dowling, Christopher G. Ellison and David L. Leal mention in their essay, “Who Doesn’t Value
English? Debunking Myths about Mexican Immigrants’ Attitudes Toward the English
Language,” that “U.S.-born Mexican -Americans may have ambivalent feelings regarding
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Spanish usage. For those who speak both Spanish and English, they may recognize that speaking
English opens doors to opportunities that their monolingual Spanish-speaking parents or
grandparents did not have” (363). A diverse setting of Anglo and Mexican kids in school makes
the Mexican-American more aware of his surroundings because he learns what is being asked of
him. Education becomes a great equalizer when it comes to one’s ability to learn. In other words,
school helps diminish discrimination because students find out they can make something of
themselves by their own efforts while they comply in the classroom.
To start with, the thing that contributes to the identification of the American Tejano is his
early childhood education. The fact that, Guálinto, entered an integrated school by the time he
first started his early education created the duo-world he came to know. The sense of living in
two worlds was the result of his early education with Anglo-Americans and Anglo-American
teachers. The close proximity between Anglo-Americans, Mexican-Americans, and immigrants
would create a world unlike many others across the country. Guálinto was in a unique situation.
He describes the result of this close proximity, “Under Miss Huff’s guidance he began to acquire
an Angloamerican self, and as the years passed, under Miss Huff and other teachers like her, he
developed simultaneously in two widely divergent paths. In the schoolroom he was an American;
at home and on the playground he was a Mexican” (Paredes, George 147). This means that
Guálinto and many other Mexican-American children like him would have sat side-by-side in the
same classroom. They share the same lecture given by the teacher in English and learn about
American history. Stories are what remain from childhood experiences. The Mexican-American
grows up learning about how America as a country came to be. These history lessons create a
feeling of patriotism because each student understands that they belong to something bigger than
just their barrios or neighborhoods. There is a feeling of belonging to something at school that
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many like Guálinto do not ever experience. This is because Guálinto actually stays in school
longer than most of his Mexican-American classmates. The American-Tejano’s early education
contributes to his American Nationalism because school becomes a place where feelings of
inferiority vanish. Guálinto felt he was doing what was expected of him because the better he did
at school the more he would get rewarded. The search for an identity for someone like Guálinto
starts by him realizing that education in school was a place he would always be given a chance to
prove himself as a student amongst his Anglo classmates. Feelings of inferiority in Guálinto
seem to have completely disappeared as he became one of the top students of his class.
Guálinto’s remark mentioned earlier about being an American at school and a Mexican at home
makes sense that the more education Guálinto received the more American he felt. One way for
the Mexican to officially remain a Mexican in Texas is to not be educated and therefore have no
contact with Anglos. Without American education the Mexican remains but a worker/servant.
Part of what this process of Americanization tries to do is erase the immigrant’s prior
history. In the case of Mexican-American and immigrant students in segregated public schools,
any mention to Mexican point-of-views about the fact they had lost their territory by the
aggressive neighbor to the north was forbidden. Jose Angel Gutiérrez was a Chicano Activist
from Crystal City, Texas, and he writes about his school experiences as a young man in his
hometown. Gutiérrez, a Southwest Texas resident himself, shares a unique experience that
occurred to him while in high school that identifies with Guálinto’s upbringing.10 In his book,
The Making of a Civil Rights Leader Jose Angel Gutiérrez, Gutiérrez mentions that he once
“asked his history teacher if the heroes of the Alamo were not the real wetbacks. He asked if
those same Anglos had not stolen the land from the Mexican people” (Jose Angel Gutiérrez 21).
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Gutiérrez explains that his question rose an uneasy feeling in the classroom. The “class,” he
writes, “expressed shock and anger that he would say such a thing” (Jose Angel Gutiérrez 21). At
this point, there is no alternative history but the one provided by the authority of Texas public
education. The American-Tejano is educated from the victor’s point-of-view. He has never
known any other alternative history. American Nationalism in the American-Tejano is derived
from knowing about the American version of history. Gutiérrez’s experience is similar to that of
what Guálinto experiences time and time again in haste while in his school career. The years that
separate Guálinto’s childhood school days and Gutiérrez’s are but forty years apart. Still, the
attitude towards any questions on who the righteous were in the battle of the Alamo remained a
heated topic between Mexican-Americans and Anglo-Americans. The narrator in Paredes’ novel
chapter three, “Dear Old Gringo School Days,” expresses the submission the Mexican-American
school children must except as the truth when he states, “Texas history is a cross that he must
bear. In written tests, if he expects to pass the course, he must put down what he violently
misbelieves” (Paredes, George 149). The very thought of an alternative history is seen as a form
of treason. This is also true if the American version is not fully accepted. The fact that “MexicoTexans,” as referred to by Paredes, submit to the American version of history only proves their
surrender to the Americanization process. However, this defeat is a moral one because their
native tongue has now been outlawed. The Spanish language itself becomes known as a crime to
Mexicans in Texas. For instance, when Jose Gutiérrez questioned his teacher of “why they never
read anything written by Mexicans or in Spanish” he writes, “I was actually told that those
people had never written anything of importance, like the works of Shakespeare and Frost and
Browning” (Jose Angel Gutiérrez 21). These remarks only keep the Tejano a stranger to his own
existence in America. This is because a part of history has been completely eradicated. The
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American-Tejano accepts what he has been given to him in school because it is all he has ever
been taught. Rather than to remain a stranger in Jonesville after high school, Guálinto further
assimilates into his new American identity by continuing his education.
Guálinto goes on to college after he graduates high school. The biggest contribution this
event has on Guálinto is that he gets to get away from the border. As he leaves for the University
of Texas at Austin, Guálinto experiences a different world. His experience in Austin is not
mentioned in Paredes’ novel. There is a gap that occurs in the novel which does not include
Guálinto’s time in college. Hector Perez writes in his essay, “Voicing Resistance on the Border:
A Reading of Américo Paredes’s George Washington Gómez,” that the “reader of Paredes’s
novel can only speculate about his experiences with the world at large and with his inner self”
(41). However, Perez does suggest, “The fact that he is on a covert mission in Jonesville-to spy
on behalf of the U.S. Army-exacerbates the moral conflicts he’s been dragging with him his
entire life” (41). The reoccurring dream Guálinto struggles with is but an unanswered question
he left behind in the banana groves of his childhood home. These dreams appear to bewilder
Guálinto because he doesn’t understand why they reappear to him now as an adult. What is
noticeable is that Guálinto is able to avoid engaging in a useless debate with himself over battles
“won and lost a long time ago” (Paredes, George 282). Even though he remembers these dreams
of his past, he is able to conclude that they “have no meaning now” (Paredes 282). These dreams
no longer have an impact on Guálinto’s attitude towards Anglos. Since the Americanization
process was not limited to high school alone, Guálinto’s integration with Anglo-Americans
followed him into his college days. This interaction became the norm for Guálinto. He was able
to separate himself from a segregated life with Anglos because he continued his education. If
Guálinto felt an American self in his early school days, then in college he established an identity
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in which he coincides with his Anglo countrymen. Now, a college education is not necessarily
needed to be considered an American Tejano like Guálinto, but an experience like college
promotes more proximity with Anglo-Americans. By leaving Jonesville behind, Guálinto turns
his back on his childhood wishful thinking. Guálinto now refuses the same ideology his friends
seem to never outgrow when he returns home from Washington D.C. This border mentality is to
continue to view the Anglo as an oppressor rather than your neighbor.
Christopher Schedler writes in his essay, “Inscribing Mexican-American Modernism in
Américo Paredes’s George Washington Gómez,” that despite his reoccurring dreams,“in real
life” Guálinto “aims his efforts at leaving the Mexican behind” (Schedler 163). He recalls what
Guálinto expresses when he meets his wife’s parents for the first time. Guálinto thinks that
“getting the Mexican out of himself was not an easy task” (Paredes 283). This is evident in his
reoccurring dreams; however, his dreams were not his reality. Guálinto’s dreams only further put
him in limbo because he no longer relates to them. This remark in the story gives the impression
that Guálinto has been thinking of this separation between himself and his Mexican background
for some time. The link to all things Mexican is a shadow the American Tejano constantly tries
to escape because it is the source of all his past problems. Since Guálinto can never really get
away from his Mexican image, he spends a great deal running from it. In school he was taught to
forget his native tongue by getting punished for using it, but in college he was shown how to
work alongside his Anglo classmates. Guálinto could not be seen as a servant, nor could he be
taken as a worker. His ability to excel in his academics gave him a sense of belonging to
something larger and with greater purpose.
In reference to Peter A. Speek’s second conception of identity mentioned earlier, the goal
in the Americanization process here is to separate any “allegiances to their old country” (244).
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Guálinto is able to completely abandoned his child Chicano attitudes in order to establish
progress as an American. Guálinto wishes to devote himself to his country by ignoring the fact
that his childhood pipedreams of being in Santa Ana’s Mexican Army once existed. Guálinto
considers himself an American at story’s end. An American-Tejano today would find Guálinto’s
transformation from Guálinto to George as the norm result. They would coincide with his
decisions. Most of them would understand why he turns out the way he does. The irony in
Paredes’s novel would not be so transparent to American-Tejanos as it would with other
Mexican Americans. Like the group Guálinto represents, American-Tejanos see themselves as
American before they consider themselves Mexican, Mexican-American, Hispanic, Latino,
Chicano, Tex-Mex, or any other name that has been associated with anyone from Spanish
descent. Such desertion leads to a sense of loyalty. Education has led Gualinto and the
generations of American Tejanos after him to fully assimilate to the American way of life where
American Individualism hails dominion. American nationalism develops as a result of
Americanization in public education. Guálinto Gómez begins to identity with a political ideology
rather than people just because of their similarity in ethnicity to that of his own.
Assimilation by Americanization practices were present in Guálinto’s education from his
early days with Miss Huff onto his college days at Austin. There is, however, another factor that
enhances Guálinto’s attitude towards his country. Guálinto is identified as an Army soldier by
his Uncle Feliciano. “When did you become a soldier.” Feliciano questions Gualinto (Paredes,
George 299). Guálinto admits to his uncle he is a “first-lieutenant in the Army working for
counter-intelligence” (Paredes, George 299). It is here in the Army that Guálinto transcends into
George. The duty assigned to him by his superiors or “masters,” as Feliciano refers to them as
(Paredes, George 302), was in reference to national security. The same issue of securing the
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nation’s borders is very much alive in the present day along the U.S.-Mexico border. just as
Guálinto was sent to look for Nazi or Japanese spies. He is best fitted for this assignment because
he can blend in with the Mexican community. Guálinto resembles the jobs of many Hispanic
Homeland Security Border Patrol officers stationed throughout southwest Texas today on patrol
fighting the everlasting war on terrorism. Guálinto’s familiarity with the language and customs
become assets towards his assigned task. Today’s agents must know Spanish to be able to
perform their jobs. In order to understand Guálinto’s role as a soldier, a closer look at
contemporary modern American Nationalism must first be identified.
George G. Gómez Emerges
The author of Who Are We The Challenges to America’s National Identity, Samuel P.
Huntington, writes in his book about how America is at a turning point. The American identity
has certain issues that could alter the face of what America has been in the past. Changes, both
political and cultural will decide the future of the nation. His chapter, “Mexican Immigration and
Hispanization,” focuses itself on the impact of these two components towards the lack of
Mexican assimilation because of the high influx of Mexican immigrants. A topic that has been in
the forefront of American Congress since the turn of the century. Huntington also describes what
new American nationalism consists of today. Huntington’s book has a pessimistic tone that can
seem a bit radical at times. His book gives the impression of being a plea or an eye opener of
sorts. Huntington is not concerned for the Anglo race as much as he cares for what this group
contributed to the founding of an American Identity. The fact that American Nationalism derives
from Anglo Protestant beliefs, and now America is at risk of losing that identity is Huntington’s
main concern. Even though Huntington’s work seems far-fetched at times, his book is crucial in
identifying Paredes’ hero, George G. Gómez, the first American-Tejano.
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Samuel P. Huntington explains that before the terroristic attacks on nine-eleven, America
was leaning towards a different type of nationalistic fervor. Huntington mentions that “[t]he
principles of Creed: liberty, equality, democracy, civil, rights, nondiscrimination, markers of
how to organize a society are “the Creed’s political principles that are in theory applicable to
people everywhere” (339). The identity with American Creed attracts people from different
backgrounds. The Creed fulfills what every person wants for themselves and their own families.
Bart Banokowski and Paul DiMaggio further put into detail the idea behind these Creedal
Nationalists in their essay, “Varieties of Popular American Nationalism.” They describe this type
of nationalism as being “high on national pride but placed few restrictions on who can claim to
be truly American” (Bonikowski & DiMaggio 963). What happened to American Nationalism in
regards to the nation’s creed after it was attacked on September 2001, was that it changed from
the union of shared principles, as found in the country’s creed, into a common interest of placing
the security of the nation first and foremost.11 Huntington writes, “that the new world is a fearful
world, and Americans have no choice but to live with fear if not in fear. Coping with these new
threats requires difficult trade-offs between the preservation of what Americans have assumed to
be their traditional freedoms” (337). In other words, the principles behind American Creed move
aside in order to let the new goal of national security take its place. American Nationalistic
activism becomes today’s emphasis on what is known as homeland security. George Gómez
expresses this same sentiment towards national security when he answers his Uncle Feliciano, “I
have no masters. I am doing what I am do in the service of my country,” at the story’s end
(Paredes, George 302). The fear that Huntington exposes supersedes the American attitude
towards outsiders because they now see outsiders as a threat to national security. The attacks on
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One of the concepts of the American Creed is the practice of equality. This concept can be breached in the name
of national security.
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nine/eleven only enhanced feelings of patriotism and nationalism to the already existing Mexican
American conservative because the feeling of being scared is universally impacted. A person
with military ties like George, or a Homeland Security Agent with the same career, generates
more nationalistic fervor because of their Military service background. These men and women
with federal jobs have an oath to the Constitution of the United States to defend their country.
When it comes to national security, most Americans seek safety for all. The American homeland
is a representation of the perseverance of that national security. Huntington exclaims, “This
vulnerability is central to how Americans define themselves in this new phase in the evolution of
their national identity” (337). Since the border remains a continuing flow of masses, American
security against foreigners from Mexico barricades the once existent American Dream. The issue
of illegal immigration only intensifies the attitudes towards Mexican immigrants because
America becomes vulnerable to another nine/eleven attack.
Huntington suggests that America’s top priority is to maintain its Anglo-Protestant
history. He writes, “[t]he Creed was the product of the people with a distinct Anglo-Protestant
culture” (Huntington 339). This same Creed was adopted by a few minority activist groups. The
League of United Latin American Citizens is one such group that fully accepts the American
Creed by adopting into their chapter the U.S. Constitution. The League, or “LULAC” as it is also
known, was an organization developed around the time of Paredes’ novel. Jose E. Limon notes in
his book,”Culture ans Critique,” that Paredes never really mentions LULAC as an institution in
his novel. However, he does mention “George as a kind of LULAC figure extra-textually and
wrongly” (20). George’s service to his country as an American soldier does suggest a
characteristic found in LULAC members. This organization prides itself in its loyalty to the
United States and the welfare of its citizens. The fact that the immigration issue affects the same
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people LULAC represents (Mexican Americans) clearly disrupts any foundations established
within which the activist group had begun with at first. The “LULAC Code,” mentions David G.
Gutiérrez, “began to “change in the early nineteen fifties” (163). Gutiérrez pens the original
code’s words in regards to their southern, brethren neighbors. The code read to “[l]ove the men
of your race, be proud of your origin and maintain it immaculate, respect your glorious past and
help defend the rights of your people” (David Gutiérrez 163). The character of George does not
fit the organization’s code because he wants no ties to Mexico or Mexican culture. His disgust
towards his old companions is clearly shown when he yells, “They’re a bunch of clowns playing
at politics…Mexicans will always be Mexicans” (Paredes, George 300). George is loyal to his
country, but he does not sympathize with other Tejanos, especially, Mexican immigrants. This is
despite the fact that his father was an immigrant himself. “By the early nineteen fifties these
provisions had been stricken from the code, leaving a document that emphasized the
organization’s American side while almost totally dismissing its former nod to Mexican cultural
heritage” (David Gutiérrez 163). The departure from any Mexican influence can be related to
George’s own take on the matter. But despite these efforts, both the organization of LULAC and
George Gómez will remain Mexicans in the eyes of Anglo America. This was demonstrated
when George met his wife’s father in Colorado. A crucial event mentioned in chapter two of this
thesis. The organization even went as far as deleting the use of Spanish in their manual, “Aims
and Purposes,” to “foster the acquisition of the official language of our country” (David
Gutiérrez 163). Here too, we see a characteristic found in, George Gómez, the counter
intelligence lieutenant. Since his school days, George was taught to abandoned his Spanish
tongue. However, the main difference between LULAC’s changing code and George’s
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permanent conservative stance is that George’s point-of-view does not alter or change sentiment
value towards his view on Mexican immigrants.
The American Tejano believes in protecting Americans first. This attitude comes from
the same goal. The goal is to keep America safe and its citizens. Here, there is a shift of favoring
American Nationalism over any such race or ethnic group because the goal of safety is more
important to American patriots than the welfare of foreign immigrants. National security remains
the American-Tejano’s top priority. According to David G. Gutiérrez, “In the spring of 1954,
LULAC’s national president, Albert Armendariz…addressed both what he considered to be
LULAC’s mission and the larger question of what it meant to be Mexican American in postwar
society” (165). Armendariz questioned, “Does integration mean the breaking of all ties with our
ancestors” (David Gutiérrez 165). Since LULAC’s past suggest that their position on the
immigration issue has varied in opinion since the organization’s creation. Armendariz went on to
conclude that “assimilation at the expense of tradition and culture was unacceptable” (David
Gutiérrez 165). George is excluded from all ties relating to LULAC because he does not have a
change of heart when he leaves Jonesville for the last time. Huntington recalls that “America is
now confronted by a massive influx of people from a poor, contiguous country with more than
one third the population of the United States, who come across a two-thousand-mile border
marked historically simply by a line in the ground and a shallow river” (222). The continuous
debate on immigration is seen as a threat to some Americans like Huntington. This threat is also
evident in the American-Tejano because like George Gómez, he can relate more to America’s
safety issues than he can to seek solidarity with foreigners. Huntington claims, “[t]here is no
Americano Dream. There is only the American dream created by an Anglo-Protestant society.
Mexican-Americans will share in that dream and in that society only if they dream in English”
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(256). Perhaps George Gómez figured that the best way to help others was to create the best
version of himself. This new person was to be made of American influences. George knows that
the way to prosperity and growth in his country was to become the best version of what has
always been expected of him. George never stopped searching for that prideful feeling of
belonging to the American dream as when he first felt it as a kid while he recited a poem in front
of his peers” (Paredes, George 133). George does not apply under LULAC’s mission because
both aims for the future veer-off in different directions.
Mexican-American contributions to America’s wars have not gone unnoticed. Alexander
Mendoza describes a ceremony dedicated to war veterans in the town of Laredo, Texas when he
states, “On Saturday, July 4, 2004, approximately two-hundred veterans of the United States
armed forces, family members, and other dignitaries, gathered near downtown to commemorate
the unveiling of a monument to honor the forty-one Hispanic veterans who had received the
Congressional Medal of Honor” (125). Although George does not entirely fit into the LULAC
profile, he does qualify as a member of the G.I. Forum which was created in 1949. As an army
veteran assigned to espionage on the U.S.-Mexico border, George was engaged in a national
cause that for that time made him an equal to his Anglo-American soldier comrades. MexicanAmericans were able to serve the military side-by-side with Anglo-Americans. George received
even more proximity than he had in his tiny school back home. Like LULAC, the G.I. Forum
“considered the Mexican immigration question to be the most important political and social issue
facing Mexican Americans” (David Gutiérrez 154). Also, like LULAC before them, they
“argued strongly that civil rights efforts must be focused on U.S. citizens of Mexican
descent…that unless Mexican-American organizations concentrated their efforts on improving
conditions for the existing resident population, it would remain difficult, if not impossible to
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achieve their stated goals” (David Gutiérrez 155). Although Paredes’s novel makes no direct
connection between George Gómez and his association to the G.I. Forum, George’s position in
the army connects him as a qualifying member. Author David Gutiérrez further suggests that
“[t]he Forum sincerely believed that the native Mexican-American came first and priority lay
with his welfare” (155). The newly-arrived immigrant from Mexico does not gain the same
sympathetic feelings towards the issues of struggle amongst Mexican immigrants because they
are not veterans. The G.I. Forum was established to separate Mexican-Americans, which the
organization thought worthy for their service, from incoming outsiders. The organization was
anti-Bracero, and approved the conditions under Operation Wetback of 1954.
Perhaps the simplest attachment to American nationalism can be attributed to mere
geography. In reference to Samuel P. Huntington’s book, he details the elements which the first
colonies placed as the forefront behind American nationalism. Huntington writes, “First, the
Great Awakening of the 1730’s and 1740’s brought people from all colonies together in a
common social, emotional, and religious experience. It was a truly American movement and
promoted a sense of transcolony consciousness, ideas, themes, which were subsequently
transferred from religious to a political context” (109). This was a movement that happened only
in the colonies. What this consciousness does is give the colonists an ideology that belongs
strictly to them. They created American themes that belonged only to the American heartland.
Huntington continues that “between the seventeen forties and seventeen seventies a large
proportion of the settlers in North America also changed their identity from British to American
while maintaining even more loyalties to their states and localities” (109). Geography can be
argued is the beginning of national identity. Some American Tejanos like George Gómez, never
step foot in Mexico. He has lived his entire life on American soil. His visions of Mexican culture
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are like George’s bothersome dreams of his childhood past. Also, like the torment those dreams
caused George Gómez, the American Tejano avoids reconnecting with his ancient past because
its history contradicts what Tejanos in Texas have been taught to accept. As an army lieutenant,
George’s position only accelerates his sense of what it is to be an American because he not only
is protecting his country from enemy spies, but rather he is sent to the place of his birth to defend
his hometown. George commits himself to protect the American side of south Texas submitting
his full allegiance to the United States either when in Jonesville or Washington D.C.
The American-Tejano is not the first Mexican loyal to the interests of America and its
citizens. Tejanos have long sided with their Anglo-American counterparts since the birth of
Texas. It has been recorded that“[b]y eighteen thirty-five, Anglo-Texans launched an organized
resistance against the federal government of Mexico. Tejanos joined Anglos in these protests”
(Mendoza 128). The famous “Battle of the Alamo” had Mexican Tejano defenders fighting
alongside Anglo-Texans and Anglo-Americans against the Mexican General Santa Ana. Tejanos
like the “[t]hree men of Mexican descent, Jose Francisco Ruiz, Jose Antonio Navarro, and
Lorenzo de Zavala, were among the fifty-nine signers of the Texas Declaration of Independence”
(McKenzie 47). These Tejanos were fighting for what they considered to be their homeland even
if that meant that they shared this home with Anglo-Americans. The cause of why Tejanos were
joining forces with Anglo-Texans during Texas’ fight for independence is the same reason in
which George voluntarily joins the army at the end of Paredes’ novel. This is also the notion
behind Homeland Security’s purpose today. The universal thing that all three share in common is
that they are all committed in their defense of the homeland. George Gómez solidifies his
American self by joining the U.S. Army after his college education because he discovers that his
duty as an American is to protect his country.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
Ramon Saldivar writes in his essay, “The Borderlands of Culture: Américo Paredes’s
George Washington Gómez and Chicano Literature at the End of the Twentieth Century,” that
“[t]he issue of identity is raised from the first pages of the novel, as Gumersindo and Maria
Gómez, Maria’s mother, and her brother, Feliciano Garcia, discuss the naming of the child”
(277). George’s parents were deciding on what name they would give their newborn son.
Saldivar makes reference to Américo Paredes when he mentions a quote from Paredes’s essay,
“Problem of Identity.” Saldivar explains that “the process of subjectification that we witness at
the beginning of his story only makes concrete the abstract process of categorization that has
configured the child even before his birth” (278). Like George’s character, American-Tejanos
today are assigned to categories they were never asked to be in. The American-Tejano defies the
notion of being placed in a specific category other than American. It is not the matter of race that
ignites him, but rather the ideology of being an American. Americans from everywhere are his
true brethren. However, this is not the “brotherly love” Social Psychologist Erich Fromm writes
about in his book The Art of Loving (44). Fromm was able to distinguish brotherly love from that
of Nationalism (Love for country) because he experienced it first-hand. Fromm, a Jewish
European, had to leave Germany amidst the Nazi takeover in the 1930’s because of the growing
antisemitic hostility building. Fromm writes, “In brotherly love there is the experience of union
with all men, of human solidarity, of human at-onement” (Fromm 44). On the other hand, the
American-Tejano is a person whose commitment is to his country first, and his love is to the
place where he was born. George can bypass not loving all men the same like some of his Anglo
and Mexican countrymen as long as he concentrates his own love to his country. He sees himself
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as an American first, and the American-Tejano rejects the minority label placed upon the
Hispanic population because he considers himself as being a part of larger, conservative,
nationalistic group. Just like George Gómez putting his country before his childhood friends, the
American-Tejano’s nationalistic ties are linked to the love he shares for his country and not its
people. American Nationalism does not focus on loving your neighbor as yourself, but rather it is
the concept of loving your country above all else.
The American Tejano has evolved through years of Americanization. Like George
Gómez, some American Tejanos follow up their education by serving in the military. From his
chapter, “Problems of Identity,” Paredes writes, “When we name things, we give them life of
their own; we isolate them from the rest of our experience. By naming ourselves, we affirm our
own identity; we define by separating ourselves from others, to whom we give names different
from our own” (31). Gualinto became George when he submitted himself to his American
identity. His identity is an accumulation of the events that have occurred in his life. Along with
his new identity, Gualinto also shows a new viewpoint towards his Mexican townspeople.
George shows his disgust not to his townspeople personally, but to the Mexican living with a
border mentality. The American-Tejano is not asking to be recognized, but he is separating
himself from other Mexicans in Texas who they feel do not demonstrate patriotic sentiment
towards, America. The newly-arrived immigrants, whether in the country legally or illegally, are
considered a people apart from American-Tejanos because they have yet to understand the
American culture. Patriotic feelings occur in Mexican-Americans like George Gómez because
they have been raised in America. American-Tejano have never known any other nationality but
that of an American. As Paredes’s previous quote suggests, the American-Tejano finds an
identity by separating himself from others. It seems that Guálinto would have lost himself in the
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labyrinth and complexity of the border region if he would have stayed in Jonesville. He discovers
his identity by separating from his townspeople’s mentality. George withdraws from the border
in order to be able to find himself.
What Guálinto started following as a youngster was a prideful feeling of belonging. This
feeling would occur every time he was rewarded at school. This same feeling made Guálinto join
the military. Guálinto’s Anglo-American education started a trend he never could escape from.
He turned his own protest of rebellion against what he was being taught as a youngster at school,
to join the wave of American Nationalism. The fact that that Guálinto bonded with his teacher
Miss Huff, an Anglo herself, indicates that Guálinto was growing up in an integrated world.
Unlike other Mexico-Texans in segregated esquelitas, or little schools. Guálinto discovers a
place for himself in his American homeland. Despite the discrimination, Guálinto, first handedly
experiences himself, he continues to follow his patriotic feelings of belonging he discovered in
the classroom as a kid. George does fulfill Gumersindo’s wish. At the time Gumersindo chooses
to name his son George Washington Gómez, Gumersindo states, “He is going to be a great man
among the gringos” (Paredes, George 16). In the Chicano point-of-view, or Uncle Feliciano’s
for that matter, Guálinto is but a conformist to the Anglo-American oppressors. Today, the term
“coconut” would be properly applied to George Gómez. The term refers to someone of Latin
descent, primarily Mexican, who has completely separated himself from anything related to his
ancestral past. However, this term was created by other Mexicans in the same minority group as
American-Tejanos and not from Anglo-America. Coconuts as they are referred to, receive their
name when they deny anything traceable to their Mexican heritage. A coconut is someone who is
of Mexican descent who acts and carries about his day as an American. The fact that the term
refers to someone being lost or out of place makes the term a derogatory one. Guálinto’s patriotic
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feeling led him and many other Mexican-Americans in favor of the war movement the country
was heading into at the time of the novel’s end.
Gustave Le Bon, another Social Psychologist, and author of The Crowd: A Study of the
Popular Mind, explains how the consciousness of people in a crowd or group differ from that of
the individual. Le Bon wrote his book during the late nineteenth-century when Europe was filled
with nationalist zeal. This same nationalistic fervor swept Europe into World War I during
George Gómez’s birthdate. Le Bon explains, “Crowds, doubtless, are always unconscious, but
this very unconsciousness is perhaps one of the secrets of their strength” (7). The complexity of
war can be difficult to explain. Despite some unpopular American Wars like the Vietnam
involvement in the 1960’s and 70’s, which lost favor with the American public, this was not the
case with World War II. The attitude changes because the latter exposes the homeland to outside
danger. This is the same attitude felt by many in the present-day fight on terrorism that defines
the U.S.-Mexico border today. Today’s war on terrorism is but a security post on high alert with
the goal of prevention. Such too was the case right prior the second great war. Unlike other wars
which have taken place overseas, World War II and today’s war on terrorism share the same
threat of danger to the American homeland infiltrated from its borders or ports of entry.
Américo Paredes’s bildungsroman novel George Washington Gómez, is a prediction at
the time of its completion of what Paredes’s “Mexico-Texan” can become. In agreement with
Arlene Davila, she writes in her essay, “Latino Spin: Public Image and the Whitewashing of
Race,” that Latinos in general “must either choose to assimilate to a standard they will never
meet or be publicly be demonized” (664). There are lines drawn and sides to take for the
modern-day Tejano. The American-Tejano decides that the security of his country is more
important because this concern involves his own way of life. George, the American-Tejano, is
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the face of a thousand border agents today, yet the novel was written almost a hundred years ago
from the time Paredes first thought of writing his novel. The problems of identity exist amongst
many Mexican-Americans today because the border crossings of people do not stop flowing in.
However, like the ever-changing Rio Grande, the face of the border area of Southwest Texas is
changing as well. Rosemary A. King, author of Border Confluences, criticizes Paredes’s novel,
“George Washington Gómez represents the military as an assimilationist institution that has in
some unspecified way contributed to George’s transformation into a man who not only refuses to
acknowledge his Mexican roots, but agrees to become a traitor to it by spying” (King 89). On the
contrary, the military, as well as Gualinto’s schooling, makes him identify with a conservative
crowd. The protagonist in Paredes’s novel is not a traitor, but he a hero instead and well before
his time. He represents the kind of American Nationalism found post nine-eleven. Minxin Pei
mentions the type of nationalism that arises after nine-eleven in her essay, “The Paradoxes of
American Nationalism.” She states, “American nationalism is a different breed from its foreign
cousins…American Nationalism is based on political ideals, not those of cultural or ethnic
superiority” (Pei 34). Pei further suggest that this present-day nationalism suggests that “when
Americans are threatened, they see attacks on them as primarily attacks on their values” (34).
Américo Paredes’s character, George Washington Gómez, is the quintessential Twenty-First
Century American-Tejano.
The role of Paredes’s novel in the American Literary canon is limited. Some people like
previously mentioned author Ramon Saldivar have suggested “that one of the things that is
usually omitted from such unitary models of an American culture or an American ideological
consensus arising from Puritan, New England, middle-class perspective of the origins of
American literary history is the tradition of the Southwest” (20). What Paredes’s novel helps
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reconstruct is a part of American history. This is why George Washington Gómez is important to
read and reread again. The characters Paredes help identify certain groups among the MexicanAmerican community in even the modern day. The novel’s best contribution is that it helps
Mexican-Americans today know something about their past. Luis Leal, author of his essay,
“Américo Paredes and the Culminination of Chicano Folklore Studies,” write that “Américo
Paredes deserves the highest honor, for he dedicated his life to the study of the popular culture of
his own people, who for too long had been deprived of a voice to make known its human and
aesthetic” (90). Readers can experience what it was like for a young Mexican boy growing up in
Southwest Texas in a different time. People who are unfamiliar with how the southwest region
was settled in its early years can experience the valley of Southwest Texas through the words of
Américo Paredes’s novel, George Washington Gómez.
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